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Abstract: We derive the anomaly polynomials of 4d N = 2 theories that are obtained by
wrapping M5-branes on a Riemann surface with arbitrary regular punctures, using anomaly
inflow in the corresponding M-theory setup. Our results match the known anomaly polyno-
mials for the 4d N = 2 class S SCFTs. In our approach, the contributions to the ’t Hooft
anomalies due to boundary conditions at the punctures are determined entirely by G4-flux
in the 11d geometry. This computation provides a top-down derivation of these contribu-
tions that utilizes the geometric definition of the field theories, complementing the previous
field-theoretic arguments.
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1 Introduction
Geometric engineering has become a standard tool for constructing and exploring quantum
field theories, especially in their strong coupling regimes. A large class of generically strongly
coupled QFTs in four dimensions is realized in M-theory by wrapping a stack of M5-branes on
a Riemann surface with defects. These constructions fit in the larger framework of the class S
program, in which 4d QFTs are obtained by dimensional reduction of a 6d SCFT, generically
with a partial topological twist. In this work we focus on the case of the 6d (2,0) theory of
type AN−1, which is the worldvolume theory on a stack of N M5-branes. Depending on the
choice of twist, the theories of class S can preserve N = 2 or N = 1 supersymmetry1. The
N = 2 theories were first constructed in [1, 2], building on work in [3]. A large class of N = 1
theories of class S were constructed in [4, 5], building on work in [6–8]. Strong evidence for the
existence of these SCFTs is the construction of their large-N gravity duals. The holographic
duals of the N = 2 theories were identified in [9], and for the N = 1 theories in [4, 5, 10, 11].
’t Hooft anomalies provide crucial insight into the properties of QFTs, and are especially
useful observables in the study of strongly coupled theories2. In an interacting SCFT, anoma-
lies are related to central charges by the superconformal algebra [12, 13]; in a free theory, they
directly specify the matter content. Thus, they provide a measure of the degrees of freedom
in a QFT. The anomalies of a d-dimensional QFT can be organized in a (d+ 2)-form known
as the anomaly polynomial, which is a polynomial in the curvatures of background gauge and
gravitational fields associated to global symmetries [14–16]. The geometric nature of anomalies
makes them especially amenable to computation in geometrically engineered constructions.
The 6-form ’t Hooft anomaly polynomial for a 4d theory of class S depends on the parent
6d theory, on the genus-g, n-punctured Riemann surface Σg,n used in the compactification, and
on the boundary conditions for the 6d theory at the punctures. The total anomaly polynomial
ICFT6 can be decomposed as a sum of a “universal” or “bulk” term, and of individual terms for
each puncture [17],
ICFT6 = I
CFT
6 (Σg,n) +
n∑
α=1
ICFT6 (Pα) . (1.1)
The bulk term ICFT6 (Σg,n) depends on the surface only through its Euler characteristic,
χ(Σg,n) = −2(g − 1) − n, and is insensitive to the choice of boundary conditions at the
punctures. This contribution for the N = 2 theories of class S was first computed in [9]
using S-duality, and can be computed by integrating the 8-form anomaly polynomial of the
6d theory over the Riemann surface [4, 5, 7, 18].
The individual puncture contribution ICFT6 (Pα) depends on the choice of boundary condi-
tions at the puncture Pα, and contains information about the ’t Hooft anomalies of the flavor
14d N = 4 is obtained by compactifying on a torus with no twist.
2Throughout, we refer to anomalies in background (rather than dynamical) gauge or gravity fields as ’t
Hooft anomalies.
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symmetry associated to it. These contributions can be obtained by S-duality and anomaly
matching arguments [9, 19–21].
The main goal of this paper is a first-principles derivation of the anomalies of the N = 2
class S theories of type AN−1 from their geometric construction via M5-branes. Using anomaly
inflow in M-theory, we determine both the bulk term ICFT6 (Σg,n) and the puncture term
ICFT6 (Pα), for any regular puncture. Our analysis is inspired and motivated by the holographic
duals of these theories [9]. The present work is a follow up to [22], where the results of the
computation and main features of the derivation were presented.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we provide an overview
of the main strategy used in the computation of the inflow anomaly polynomial. In section
3 we describe in greater detail the M5-brane setup, and we discuss the bulk contribution to
anomaly inflow. Section 4 is devoted to the discussion of the local geometry and G4-flux
configuration near a puncture. These data are used in section 5 to compute the puncture
contribution to anomaly inflow. In section 6 we compare the total inflow result with the
known CFT anomaly polynomial. In the conclusion we summarize our findings and discuss
future directions. Some technical aspects of our derivation are relegated to the appendices,
together with useful background material.
2 Outline of Computation
Our goal is an anomaly-inflow derivation of the ’t Hooft anomaly polynomial of 4d N = 2
class S theories with regular punctures. In this section we provide a summary and overview
of the strategy used in the main computations in this paper.
Anomaly cancellation for M5-branes in M-theory was analyzed in [23–28]. The quan-
tum anomaly generated by the chiral degrees of freedom localized on the M5-brane stack is
cancelled by a classical inflow from the 11d ambient space. In section 2.1, we briefly review
this mechanism and argue that it can be neatly summarized by introducing a 12-form char-
acteristic class I12. The class I12 is related via standard descent relations to the classical
anomalous variation of the 11d action, see (2.7), (2.8) below. Upon integrating I12 along the
S4 surrounding the M5-brane stack, one recovers the 8-form anomaly polynomial of the 6d
(2, 0) theory of type AN−1, up to the decoupling of center-of-mass modes.
In this work we study 4d theories obtained by considering an M5-brane stack with world-
volume W6 = W4 × Σg,n, where W4 is external 4d spacetime and Σg,n is a Riemann surface
of genus g with n punctures. In section 2.2, we consider the case without punctures, and
argue that the 6-form anomaly polynomial of the resulting 4d theory can be computed by
integrating I12 on a suitable 6d space M6, which is an S4 fibration over Σg,0. In section 2.3,
we outline a two-step procedure for introducing punctures. Firstly, one constructs a modified
version ofM6, by excising n small disks from the Riemann surface, together with the S4 fibers
on top of them. Secondly, the “holes” in M6 are “filled” with new geometries supported by
non-trivial G4-flux. The latter encode all data about the punctures.
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2.1 Anomaly Inflow and the Class I12
Consider a stack of N coincident M5-branes with a smooth 6d worldvolume W6. The 11d
tangent bundle of the ambient space M11, restricted to W6, decomposes as
TM11|W6 = TW6 ⊕NW6 , (2.1)
where TW6, NW6 are the tangent bundle and normal bundle to the M5-brane stack, respec-
tively. The normal bundle NW6 is isomorphic to a small tubular neighborhood of W6 inside
M11. From this point of view, the M5-brane stack sits at the origin of the R5 fibers of NW6,
which encode the five directions transverse to the stack. The normal bundle admits an SO(5)
structure group. It induces an SO(5) action onto the degrees of freedom on the brane; this is
identified with the R-symmetry of the quantum field theory living on the branes.
The M5-brane stack acts as a singular magnetic source for the M-theory 4-form flux G4.
The Bianchi identity dG4 = 0 is modified to
dG4 = 2piN δ
5(y) dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dy3 ∧ dy4 ∧ dy5 , (2.2)
where yA, A = 1, . . . , 5, are local Cartesian coordinates in the R5 fibers of NW6, and δ5(y) is
the standard 5d delta function. The relation (2.2) should only be considered as a schematic
expression. As explained in [25, 26], (2.2) must be improved in two respects in order to
implement anomaly inflow.
In the first step, we regularize the delta-function singularity in (2.2). This is achieved
by excising a small tubular neighborhood B of radius  of the M5-brane stack. Next, we
introduce a radial bump function f(r), with r denoting the radial coordinate r2 = δAByAyB.
The function f is equal to −1 at r = , and approaches 0 monotonically as we increase r. The
relation (2.2) is thus replaced by
dG4 = 2piN df ∧ volS4 . (2.3)
The 4-form volS4 is the volume form on the S4 surrounding the origin of the R5 transverse
directions, normalized to integrate to 1.
The second step is to gauge the SO(5) action of the normal bundle. This requires that
we replace N volS4 with a multiple of the global angular form,
dG4
2pi
= df ∧ E4 . (2.4)
Let us stress that, in our notation, we absorb the factor N inside E4,∫
S4
E4 = N . (2.5)
The closed and SO(5) invariant 4-form E4 is constructed with the coordinates yA and the
SO(5) connection Θ[AB] on NW6. We refer the reader to appendix A.2 for the explicit
expression of E4.
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After excising a small tubular neighborhood B of the M5-brane stack, the 11d space-
time M11 acquires a non-trivial boundary M10 at r = , which is an S4 fibration over the
worldvolume W6,
M10 ≡ ∂(M11 \B) , S4 ↪→M10 →W6 . (2.6)
The M-theory effective action SM on M11 \ B is no longer invariant under diffeomorphisms
and gauge transformations of the M-theory 3-form C3. The classical variation of the action
SM under such a transformation takes the form
δSM
2pi
=
∫
M10
I(1)10 , (2.7)
where I(1)10 is a 10-form proportional to the gauge parameters. By virtue of the Wess-Zumino
consistency conditions, the quantity I(1)10 is related via descent to a formal 12-form character-
istic class,
dI(1)10 = δI(0)11 , dI(0)11 = I12 . (2.8)
We are adopting a standard descent notation, with the superscript (0), (1) indicating the
power of the variation parameter. The class I12 originates from the topological couplings in
the M-theory effective action, and is given by
I12 = −1
6
E4 ∧ E4 ∧ E4 − E4 ∧X8 . (2.9)
We refer the reader to appendix A.4 for a review of the derivation, based on [25, 26]. In (2.9),
X8 is the 8-form characteristic class
X8 =
1
192
[
p1(TM11)
2 − 4 p2(TM11)
]
, (2.10)
where TM11 is the tangent bundle to 11d spacetimeM11, and pi(TM11) denote its Pontryagin
classes. Let us stress that a pullback to M10 is implicit in (2.9).
The relevance of the 12-form characteristic class I12 stems from the fact that, upon
integrating it along the S4 transverse to the M5-brane stack, we obtain the inflow anomaly
polynomial of the 6d theory living on the stack [25, 26],
I inflow8 =
∫
S4
I12 . (2.11)
Notice that (2.11) makes use implicitly of the fact that descent and integration over S4 com-
mute. We offer an argument for the previous statement in appendix A.5.
The anomaly polynomial I inflow8 cancels against the quantum anomalies of the chiral de-
grees of freedom on the M5-brane stack. In the IR, the latter are organized into the interacting
degrees of freedom of the 6d (2, 0) theory of type AN−1, together with one free 6d (2, 0) tensor
multiplet, related to the center of mass of the M5-brane stack. We may then write
I inflow8 + I
CFT
8 + I
decoup
8 = 0 , (2.12)
where ICFT8 is the anomaly polynomial of the interacting (2, 0) theory, and I
decoup
8 is the
anomaly polynomial of a free (2, 0) tensor multiplet.
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2.2 Four-Dimensional Anomalies from Integrals of I12
The discussion of the previous subsection is readily specialized to the case in which the M5-
brane worldvolume is W6 = W4 × Σg,0, where W4 is external 4d spacetime, and Σg,0 is
a Riemann surface of genus g without punctures. In such a setup, the structure group of
the normal bundle NW6 is reduced from SO(5) to SO(2) × SO(3) or SO(2) × SO(2), for
compactifications preserving 4d N = 2 or N = 1 supersymmetry, respectively. A more
detailed explanation of this point is found in section 3.1 below.
The space M10 introduced in (2.6) is now an S4 fibration over W4×Σg,0. The connection
splits into an external part with legs on W4 and an internal part with legs on Σg,0. The
external part of the connection on NW6 is a background gauge field for the continuous global
symmetries of the 4d field theory. When these background gauge fields are turned off, the
spaceM10 decomposes as the product ofW4 and a 6d space, denotedMn=06 to emphasize that
we are considering a setup with no punctures. The space Mn=06 is an S4 fibration over Σg,0,
S4 ↪→Mn=06 → Σg,0 . (2.13)
It is fixed by the supersymmetry conditions of M-theory, as discussed in section 3.1. We can
now regard M10 as an Mn=06 fibration over W4,
Mn=06 ↪→M10 →W4 . (2.14)
The topology of the above fibration encodes the information originally contained in (2.6).
We argue that the inflow anomaly polynomial I inflow6 for the 4d field theory is given by
I inflow6 =
∫
Mn=06
I12 , (2.15)
with I12 given in (2.9). We should bear in mind that, in analogy with the uncompactified
case, the inflow anomaly polynomial I inflow6 balances against the contributions of an interacting
CFT as well as of decoupling modes,
I inflow6 + I
CFT
6 + I
decoup
6 = 0 . (2.16)
The decoupling modes are precisely those arising from the compactification of a free 6d (2, 0)
tensor multiplet on Σg,0. We stress that (2.16) generically fails in the case of emergent sym-
metries in the IR, in which case I inflow6 might not capture all the anomalies of the CFT.
2.3 Inclusion of Punctures
Let us now outline a general strategy for extending (2.15) to the case of a compactification
of an M5-brane stack on a Riemann surface Σg,n of genus g with n punctures. Let Pα be the
point on the Riemann surface where the αth puncture is located, for α = 1, . . . , n.
Our starting point is the space Mn=06 as in (2.13). Let Dα denote a small disk on the
Riemann surface, centered around the point Pα. We can present the space Mn=06 as
Mn=06 = M
bulk
6 ∪
n⋃
α=1
(Dα × S4) , (2.17)
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where Mbulk6 denotes the space obtained from Mn=06 by excising the small disk Dα around
each point Pα, together with the S4 fiber on top of it. It follows that Mbulk6 is an S4 fibration
over Σg,n,
S4 ↪→Mbulk6 → Σg,n . (2.18)
To introduce punctures, we replace each term Dα×S4 in (2.17) with a new geometry Xα6
that encodes the puncture data. We denote the resulting space as M6,
M6 = M
bulk
6 ∪
n⋃
α=1
Xα6 . (2.19)
Smoothness of M6 constrains the gluing of Xα6 onto Mbulk6 . In analogy with (2.14), the 10d
space M10 is an M6 fibration over external spacetime W4,
M6 ↪→M10 →W4 . (2.20)
Each local geometry Xα6 in (2.19) is supported by a non-trivial G4-flux configuration, which
is encoded in the class E4 on M10. The geometry Xα6 , together with E4 near the puncture,
encodes the details of the puncture at Pα. In contrast with (2.13), the space Xα6 is not an S4
fibration over a 2d base space.
The class E4 in I12 is understood as a globally-defined object on M10. In this work we
construct local expressions for E4, both in the bulk of the Riemann surface and near each
puncture, which are then constrained by regularity and flux quantization. These conditions
turn out to be enough to determine the inflow anomaly polynomial.
The structure of M6 in (2.19) implies that the total inflow anomaly polynomial can be
written as a sum of a bulk contribution, associated to Mbulk6 , and the individual contributions
of punctures, associated to Xα6 ,
I inflow6 =
∫
M6
I12 = I inflow6 (Σg,n) +
n∑
α=1
I inflow6 (Pα) , (2.21)
where one has
I inflow6 (Σg,n) =
∫
Mbulk6
I12 , I inflow6 (Pα) =
∫
Xα6
I12 . (2.22)
Several comments are in order regarding the decomposition (2.21). First of all, we stress
that one should think of Mbulk6 as a space with boundaries. Accordingly, one has to assign
suitable boundary conditions at the punctures for the connection in the fibration (2.18). Notice
also that [17]
I inflow6 (Σg,n) =
∫
Mbulk6
I12 =
∫
Σg,n
I inflow8 , (2.23)
where the integration over Mbulk6 is performed by first integrating along the S4 fibers, and
then integrating on Σg,n. The class I inflow8 is given by (2.11) and captures the anomalies of
the 6d (2,0) SCFT that lives on a stack of flat M5-branes.
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The local geometry Xα6 and its G4-flux configuration are constrained by several con-
sistency conditions. As mentioned earlier, we must be able to glue the local geometry Xα6
smoothly onto the bulk geometry Mbulk6 . Moreover, the gluing must preserve all the relevant
symmetries of the problem (including the correct amount of supersymmetry). Section 4 be-
low is devoted to describing all the relevant features of the geometries Xα6 and associated E4
configurations that describe regular punctures for N = 2 class S theories.
3 M5-brane Setup
This section is devoted to the description of the M-theory setup of a stack of N M5-branes
wrapping a Riemann surface Σg,n of genus g with n punctures. In particular, we recall the
properties of the normal bundle to the M5-branes in this scenario, and its role in implementing
a partial topological twist of the parent 6d (2, 0) theory on Σg,n, which is essential to preserve
supersymmetry in four dimensions. We then discuss the properties of the class E4 and of
the S4 fibration Mn=06 , introduced in (2.4) and (2.13). We proceed to analyze Mbulk6 . This
enables us to compute the bulk contribution to the inflow anomaly polynomial I inflow6 (Σg,n)
according to (2.21).
3.1 Normal Bundle to the M5-brane Stack
The 11d tangent space restricted to the M5-brane worldvolume decomposes according to (2.1).
We are interested in the case in which the worldvolume W6 wraps a Riemann surface Σg,n of
genus g with n punctures. The tangent space to W6 decomposes according to
TW6 = TW4 ⊕ TΣg,n . (3.1)
The Chern root of TΣg,n is denoted tˆ and satisfies∫
Σg,n
tˆ = χ(Σg,n) = −2(g − 1)− n . (3.2)
We consider setups preserving N = 2 supersymmetry in four dimensions, in which the
structure group ofNW6 reduces from SO(5) to SO(2)×SO(3). Accordingly, NW6 decomposes
in a direct sum,
NW6 = NSO(2) ⊕NSO(3) , (3.3)
where NSO(2) is a bundle over W6 with fiber R2 and structure group SO(2), and NSO(3) is a
bundle with fiber R3 and structure group SO(3). Let nˆ denote the Chern root of NSO(2). We
can write
nˆ = −tˆ+ nˆ4d , (3.4)
where nˆ4d denotes the part of nˆ depending on external spacetime. The part of nˆ depending on
Σg,n is fixed to be −tˆ. This identification amounts to a topological twist of the parent 6d (2, 0)
AN−1 theory compactified on Σg,n, and is necessary to preserve 4d N = 2 supersymmetry [2].
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The angular directions in the fibers of NW6 are identified with the S4 fiber in (2.13), (2.18)
in the absence of punctures and in the presence of punctures, respectively.
The decomposition (3.3) suggests a presentation of the S4 as an S1×S2 fibration over an
interval with coordinate µ ∈ [0, 1]. This is readily achieved by the following parametrization
of yA, A = 1, . . . , 5:
y1,2,3 = r µ yˆ1,2,3 , (yˆ1)2 + (yˆ2)2 + (yˆ3)2 = 1 , y4 + i y5 = r
√
1− µ2 eiφ . (3.5)
We use the symbol S2Ω for the 2-sphere defined by the second relation. The isometries of S
2
Ω
are related to the SU(2)R R-symmetry of the 4d theory. We refer the symbol S1φ for the circle
parametrized by the angle φ. Throughout this work, the angle φ has periodicity 2pi. The
isometry of S1φ corresponds to the U(1)r R-symmetry in four dimensions. As apparent from
(3.5), the circle S1φ shrinks for µ = 1, while the 2-sphere S
2
Ω shrinks for µ = 0.
The gauge-invariant differential for the angle φ reads
Dφ = dφ−A , (3.6)
where A is the total connection for the bundle NSO(2). The field strength of A is F = dA, and
F/(2pi) is identified with the Chern character nˆ. Both A and F can be split into an internal
part, with legs on the Riemann surface, and a part with legs along external spacetime. We
use the notation
A = AΣ +Aφ , F = FΣ + Fφ , (3.7)
where the first term is the internal piece, and the second is the external piece. Thanks to
(3.4), we have ∫
Σg,n
F
2pi
=
∫
Σg,n
FΣ
2pi
= −χ(Σg,n) . (3.8)
3.2 The Form E4 away from Punctures
In this section we discuss the form E4 in the bulk of the Riemann surface, i.e. away from
punctures. As per the general discussion of subsection 2.3, the 4-form E4 is a closed form
invariant under the action of the structure group of the S4 fibration Mbulk6 . It is natural to
exploit the decomposition (3.3) and use a factorized E4 of the form3
E4 = E2 ∧ eΩ2 . (3.9)
Let us explain our notation. The form eΩ2 is the global, SO(3) invariant angular form for the
NSO(3) bundle. If we turn off the NSO(3) connection, the form eΩ2 reduces to a multiple of the
volume form on S2Ω. We normalize e
Ω
2 according to∫
S2Ω
eΩ2 = 1 . (3.10)
3By writing down all possible terms compatible with SO(2)×SO(3) symmetry, one verifies that E4 is given
by E2 ∧ eΩ2 up to the exterior derivative of a globally-defined 3-form.
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The explicit expression for eΩ2 can be found in appendix A.2. The 2-form E2 is closed and
gauge-invariant. We can write
E2 = N
[
dγ ∧ Dφ
2pi
− γ F
2pi
]
. (3.11)
The function γ = γ(µ) is constrained by regularity conditions. If we turn off all NSO(2) and
NSO(3) connections, E4 becomes proportional to the volume form on an S4. Regularity of E4
in the region where S2Ω shrinks demands γ(0) = 0. The normalization of E4, (2.5), then fixes
γ(1) = 1. To summarize,
γ(0) = 0 , γ(1) = 1 . (3.12)
Let us stress that, in our conventions, the integral of E4 over any 4-cycle must be integrally
quantized4. A trivial example of a flux quantization condition is (2.5), which simply states
that E4 counts the total number of M5-branes in the stack. A more interesting example of
flux quantization is the relation ∫
Σg,n×S2Ω
E4 = N χ(Σg,n) , (3.13)
which follows from (3.8), (3.9), (3.11), and (3.12). In the integral above, Σg,n × S2Ω denotes
the 4-cycle obtained by combining the Riemann surface and S2Ω, at fixed µ = 1, where S
1
φ
shrinks. Even though flux quantization conditions for E4 are straightforward in the bulk of
the Riemann surface, they will play an essential role in section 4 in constraining the local
puncture geometries and flux configurations.
3.3 The Bulk Contribution to Anomaly Inflow
In the previous section we have fixed a local expression for E4 in the bulk of the Riemann
surface. We are therefore in a position to compute the bulk contribution I inflow6 (Σg,n) to
anomaly inflow, defined in (2.22). The derivation follows standard techniques, and makes use
of a result of Bott and Cattaneo [30]. We refer the reader to appendix A.6 for more details.
The result reads
I inflow6 (Σg,n) =
1
12
χ(Σg,n)N
3 nˆ4d p1(NSO(3))
− 1
48
χ(Σg,n)N nˆ
4d
[
p1(TW4) + p1(NSO(3))− (nˆ4d)2
]
. (3.14)
The notation nˆ4d was introduced in (3.4). The quantities p1(TW4), p1(NSO(3)) are the first
Pontryagin classes of the tangent bundle to external spacetime, and the NSO(3) normal bundle,
respectively.
4We take the components of the 3-form potential C3 to have mass dimension 3. The coupling of an M2-
brane to C3 is realized with a factor ei
∫
C3 in the path integral measure. The quantity
∫
C4 G4/(2pi) is an
integer for any 4-cycle C4, up to the effects discussed in [29], which are not relevant in our setup. The fact
that the flux of E4 is integrally quantized then follows from (2.4).
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The quantities nˆ4d and p1(NSO(3)) are given in terms of the 4d Chern classes as
nˆ4d = 2 cr1 , p1(NSO(3)) = −4 cR2 , (3.15)
where cr1 is a shorthand notation for the first Chern class of the 4d U(1)r R-symmetry bundle,
while cR2 is a shorthand notation for the second Chern class of the 4d SU(2)R R-symmetry
bundle. The bulk contribution to I inflow6 then takes the form
I inflow6 (Σg,n) = −
1
6
χ(Σg,n) (4N
3 −N) cr1 cR2 −
1
24
χ(Σg,n)N c
r
1
[
p1(TW4)− 4 (cr1)2
]
. (3.16)
4 Introduction of Punctures
In this section we discuss punctures and analyze the properties of the local geometries Xα6
introduced in section 2.3. This analysis can be carried out separately for each puncture.
Therefore in what follows, we omit the puncture label α, and write X6 for Xα6 , X4 for Xα4 ,
and so on. We demonstrate that the puncture data are encoded in monopole sources for a
suitable circle fibration, and we analyze the form of E4 in the vicinity of a puncture.
4.1 Warm-up: Reformulation of a Non-puncture
According to the strategy outlined in section 2.3, a non-trivial puncture can be described by
removing a small disk D from the Riemann surface and replacing D×S4 with a new geometry
X6. In order to gain insight into the properties of X6 for punctures, we first analyze the case
of a non-puncture, i.e. we set X6 = D × S4 and seek a reformulation of this trivial geometry
that is best suited for generalizations to non-trivial spaces. We show that X6 = D × S4 can
be recast as an S2Ω fibration over a 4d space X4, which is in turn a circle fibration over R3.
We also provide a reformulation of the class E4 that will prove beneficial in the discussion of
genuine punctures.
Geometry for the Non-puncture
Our starting point is X6 = D×S4. The disk D is parametrized by standard polar coordinates
(rΣ, β). As usual, S4 is realized as an S1φ × S2Ω fibration over the µ interval. The line element
on X6 is simply
ds2(X6) = dr
2
Σ + r
2
Σ dβ
2 +
dµ2
1− µ2 + (1− µ
2)Dφ2 + µ2 ds2(S2Ω) , Dφ = dφ−AΣ . (4.1)
We have recalled that S1φ is fibered over the Riemann surface with a connection AΣ. For
simplicity, we have temporarily turned off all external connections. The connection AΣ on the
disk D can be taken to be of the form
AΣ = U(rΣ) dβ , (4.2)
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where the function U goes to zero as rΣ → 0 to ensure that AΣ is defined at the center of the
disk. The 2d space spanned by rΣ and µ is a half strip in the (rΣ, µ) plane, described by
rΣ ≥ 0 , 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 , (4.3)
see figure 1 plot (a). More precisely, the interior of the disk D corresponds to a region of the
form rΣ < r0, with r0 constant, which is the shaded region in figure 1 plot (a).
Let us introduce a new angular coordinate χ, defined by
χ = φ+ β . (4.4)
We can rewrite the line element (4.1) in the form
ds2(X6) = ds
2(X4) + µ
2 ds2(S2Ω) ,
ds2(X4) = ds
2(B3) +R
2
β Dβ
2 ,
ds2(B3) = dr
2
Σ +
dµ2
1− µ2 +
r2Σ (1− µ2)
R2β
dχ2 , (4.5)
where we have introduced
Dβ = dβ − Ldχ , L = 1− µ
2
R2β
, R2β = r
2
Σ + (1 + U)
2 (1− µ2) . (4.6)
We have reinterpreted X6 as an S2Ω fibration over a 4d space X4. The latter is in turn written
as an S1β fibration with connection Ldχ over the 3d base space B3 parametrized by (rΣ, µ, χ).
We can make the following observations:
(i) The S2Ω shrinks on the locus (µ = 0, rΣ ≥ 0), the thick black line in figure 1 plot (a).
(ii) In the (rΣ, µ) strip, the only point where the Dβ circle shrinks is (rΣ, µ) = (0, 1), where
the dot-dashed blue line and the dashed red line meet in figure 1 plot (a).
(iii) The χ circle in the 3d base space (which is specified in X4 by Dβ = 0, as opposed to
dβ = 0) shrinks on the loci (rΣ = 0, 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1) and (µ = 1, rΣ ≥ 0), which correspond
to the dot-dashed blue line and the dashed red line in figure 1 plot (a), respectively.
(iv) The function L is smooth in the interior of the (rΣ, µ) strip. Moreover, L(rΣ, µ) = 1 on
the locus (rΣ = 0, 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1), i.e. on the dot-dashed blue line. Similarly, L(rΣ, µ) = 0
on the locus (µ = 1, rΣ ≥ 0), i.e. on the dashed red line.
We see that L has a discontinuity at the point (rΣ, µ) = (0, 1) where the Dβ circle shrinks.
The metric on X4 near this point can be modeled by a single-center Taub-NUT space, showing
that the Dβ fibration has a monopole source. We write the Taub-NUT metric as
ds2(TN) = V −1Dβ2 + V (dρ2 + dη2 + ρ2 dχ2) ,
dDβ = − ∗R3 dV , V =
1/2√
ρ2 + (η − ηmax)2
, (4.7)
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Figure 1: The plot on the left depicts the (rΣ, µ) strip, with rΣ on the horizontal axis, and µ
on the vertical axis. Lines of constant µ (solid, grey) and lines of constant rΣ (dashed, grey)
are also included. The plot on the right depicts the (ρ, η) quadrant, with ρ on the horizontal
axis, and η on the vertical axis. We include the image of lines of constant µ and rΣ. The
shaded regions in both plots correspond to the subregion rΣ < r0, with r0 constant.
where ρ, η, χ are standard cylindrical coordinates on R3. The factor 1/2 is related to the fact
that, in our conventions, β has periodicity 2pi. The coordinates ρ, η are related to rΣ, µ by
ρ = rΣ
√
1− µ2 , η = ηmax + 1
2
(r2Σ − 1 + µ2) , (4.8)
as verified by comparing ds2(X4) and ds2(TN) near (rΣ, µ) = (0, 1), with U = 0 for simplicity.
The coordinate change (4.8) near (rΣ, µ) = (0, 1) is a specific example of a general class
of maps with the qualitative features depicted in figure 1 plot (b). First of all, the (rΣ, µ)
half strip is mapped to the quadrant in the (ρ, η) plane with η ≥ 0, ρ ≥ 0. Second of all, the
thick black line is mapped to η = 0. Finally, the union of the dot-dashed blue line and the
dashed red line is mapped to the η semi-axis. The corner (rΣ, µ) = (0, 1) is mapped to the
point η = ηmax on the η axis. The dot-dashed blue line is mapped to the region 0 ≤ η ≤ ηmax,
while the dashed red line is mapped to η ≥ ηmax. Figure 1 plot (b) also shows the shaded
region corresponding to the interior of the disk D in the new coordinates (ρ, η)5.
We have shown that the space X6 = D × S4 can be reformulated as an S2Ω fibration over
a space X4, which is in turn a non-trivial S1β fibration over R3, parametrized by cylindrical
coordinates (ρ, η, χ),
S2Ω ↪→ X6 → X4 , S1β ↪→ X4 → R3 . (4.9)
In the above discussion, we have not included the external connection Aφ for φ. If we turn
5An example of a class of coordinate transformations from (rΣ, µ) to (ρ, η) with the desired properties,
different from (4.8), is provided in (D.18).
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Aφ on, (4.4) indicates that dχ should be replaced everywhere by
Dχ = dχ−Aφ . (4.10)
In particular, we must replace dχ with Dχ inside Dβ, thus obtaining the quantity
D˜β = dβ − LDχ . (4.11)
The Form E4 for the Non-puncture
As explained in section 3.2, the form E4 away from punctures takes the form (3.9) with E2
given by (3.11). In light of the results of the previous section, we seek a re-writing of E2 in
terms of the 1-forms Dχ and D˜β introduced in (4.10), (4.11), respectively. We are thus led
to consider the ansatz
E2 = d
[
Y
Dχ
2pi
−W D˜β
2pi
]
, (4.12)
where Y , W are functions of ρ, η. In order to match the above E2 with (3.11) we have to set
Y (ρ, η) = N γ
[
1− (1 + U)L
]
, W (ρ, η) = N γ (1 + U) . (4.13)
Along the η axis, Y is piecewise constant,
Y (0, η) =
{
0 for 0 < η < ηmax ,
N for η > ηmax .
(4.14)
In particular, Y is discontinuous at η = ηmax. In contrast, W is regular everywhere, because
both γ and U are regular in the entire (rΣ, µ) strip, or equivalently the entire (ρ, η) quadrant.
It is worth noting that
W (0, ηmax) = N . (4.15)
Finally, we observe that both Y and W vanish at η = 0 for any ρ,
Y (ρ, 0) = 0 , W (ρ, 0) = 0 . (4.16)
This is necessary to ensure regularity of E4, and follows from the fact that Y and W are
proportional to γ. Recall the factorized form (3.9) and that eΩ2 contains the volume form on
S2Ω, which shrinks at η = 0.
Even though L and Y are discontinuous along the η axis at η = ηmax, the form E2 is
smooth there. To check this, we write E2 in the form
E2 = (dY +W dL+ LdW ) Dχ
2pi
− (Y + LW )Fφ
2pi
− dW dβ
2pi
. (4.17)
The terms dY and dL are a potential source of δ function singularities,
dY
∣∣∣
ρ=0
= (+N) δ(η − ηmax) dη , dL
∣∣∣
ρ=0
= (−1) δ(η − ηmax) dη , (4.18)
where the prefactor of the δ function is simply the jump of Y , L across ηmax. As we can see,
the δ function singularities cancel against each other in (4.17), by virtue of (4.15). Notice also
that the function Y + LW is continuous along the η axis across the monopole location.
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4.2 Local Geometry and Form E4 for a Puncture
We are now in a position to discuss the geometry and the form E4 for non-trivial punctures.
In this section we show that all puncture data are encoded in the fluxes of E4 along the
non-trivial 4-cycles of the geometry X6.
Geometry for a Puncture
The reformulation of the non-puncture geometry of section 4.1 provides a natural starting
point for the construction of a genuine puncture geometry X6, and determines the correct
gluing prescription of X6 to Mbulk6 . We utilize the same fibration structure (4.9), repeated
here for the reader’s convenience:
S2Ω ↪→ X6 → X4 , S1β ↪→ X4 → R3 . (4.19)
The space R3 is again parametrized by cylindrical coordinates (ρ, η, χ), and S2Ω shrinks at
η = 0. The S1β fibration is of the form
Dβ = dβ − Ldχ , (4.20)
but with a more general L(ρ, η) than in the non-puncture case. In the base space R3, the
relevant portion of the (ρ, η) quadrant is a region analogous to the shaded region in figure 1
plot (b). The unshaded region outside is identified with the bulk of the Riemann surface.
In the non-puncture case, the S1β fibration has only one unit-charge monopole source
located at η = ηmax. We now consider several monopoles and allow for charges greater
than one. More precisely, we consider a configuration with p ≥ 1 monopoles, located at
(ρ, η) = (0, ηa), a = 1, . . . , p. The last monopole location is identified with ηmax, ηp = ηmax.
For uniformity of notation, we also define η0 := 0. The function L(ρ, η) is piecewise constant
along the η axis, with jumps across each monopole location ηa. We introduce the notation
L(0, η) = `a for ηa−1 < η < ηa . (4.21)
We also demand
L(0, η) = 0 for η > ηp = ηmax . (4.22)
This condition guarantees that, along the η axis for η > ηmax, the χ circle in the base (i.e. set-
ting Dβ = 0) coincides with the φ circle. This allows us to glue the local puncture geometry
to the bulk of the Riemann surface in a straightforward way6.
The charge of the monopole at η = ηa is measured by the discontinuity of the L connection
across η = ηa. If S2a denotes a small 2-sphere of radius  surrounding η = ηa in the base space
spanned by (ρ, η, χ), we have
−
∫
S2a
dDβ
2pi
=
[
L
]η=ηa+
η=ηa−
= `a+1 − `a =: −ka , (4.23)
6It is also interesting to explore more general possibilities, in which the gluing involves a non-trivial iden-
tification of circles. We briefly comment on this point in the conclusion.
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where the quantity ka is a non-negative integer7. Combining (4.23) and (4.22) we immediately
derive the important relation
`a =
p∑
b=a
kb . (4.24)
Since ka ≥ 1, the sequence {`a}pa=1 is a decreasing sequence of positive integers. As a final
remark, the non-puncture geometry is recovered by setting p = 1, k1 = 1.
Orbifold Singularities
A crucial aspect of the generalization from the non-puncture to a genuine puncture is the
possibility of a monopole charge ka > 1. In analogy with the non-puncture case, in the
vicinity of η = ηa the space X4 is modeled by a single-center Taub-NUT space TNka with
charge ka. The latter has an R4/Zka orbifold singularity. This singularity admits a minimal
resolution in terms of a collection of ka − 1 copies of CP1. Let T˜Nka denote the resolved
Taub-NUT space. In T˜Nka , each CP1 has self-intersection number −2, and the CP1’s form a
linear chain with intersection number +1 between distinct, neighboring CP1’s.
In the resolved geometry T˜Nka , we use the symbol ω̂a,I , I = 1, . . . , ka − 1 to denote the
Poincaré dual 2-forms to the CP1 cycles resolving the singularity. The forms ω̂a,I satisfy∫
T˜Nka
ω̂a,I ∧ ω̂a,J = −Csu(ka)IJ , (4.25)
where there is no sum over a and the symbol Csu(ka)IJ on the RHS denotes the entries of the
Cartan matrix of su(ka).
The Form E4 for a Puncture
Let us now discuss the structure of the form E4 near a puncture. We assume the factorized
form (3.9) and the ansatz (4.12) for E2, repeated here for convenience,
E4 = E2 ∧ eΩ2 + . . . , E2 = d
[
Y
Dχ
2pi
−W D˜β
2pi
]
, (4.26)
where the dots represent terms associated to the flavor symmetry of the puncture, discussed in
subsection 4.2. In order to ensure regularity of E4, we must again demand that both W (ρ, η)
and Y (ρ, η) vanish at η = 0, as in (4.16).
In order to analyze the properties of E4, we first have to study the non-trivial 4-cycles
in the puncture geometry X6. Below we construct two families of 4-cycles, denoted {Ca}pa=1
and {Ba}pa=1. As we shall see, regularity of E4 at the monopole locations implies that flux
configurations are labelled by a partition of N .
7The sign is inferred from the non-puncture case. Supersymmetry demands that all monopole charges carry
the same sign.
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Figure 2: A generic profile of monopoles. The arcs AaBa form part of the 4-cycle Ca. The
bubble denotes the 2-cycle Sa, which is part of the 4-cycle Ba.
The 4-cycles {Ca}pa=1. For each a = 1, . . . , p−1, the 4-cycle Ca is constructed as follows. In
the (ρ, η) quadrant, pick an arbitrary point Aa in the interior of the interval (ηa, ηa+1) along
the η axis, and an arbitrary point Ba with η = 0, ρ > 0, see figure 2. At the point Aa, the χ
circle in the base, i.e. at Dβ = 0, is shrinking. At point Ba, S2Ω is shrinking. We thus obtain
a 4-cycle with the topology of an S4 by combining the arc AaBa, the χ circle in the base, and
S2Ω. The same construction can be repeated by selecting a point Ap along the η axis in the
region η > ηmax. We denote the corresponding 4-cycle as Cp. Crucially, by virtue of (4.22),
the χ circle in the base is nothing but S1φ for η > ηmax. It follows that
Cp ∼= S4 . (4.27)
This observation allows us to fix a uniform orientation convention for all 4-cycles {Ca}pa=1: we
must choose the convention that ensures
∫
Cp E4 = +N , see (2.5).
To compute the flux of E4 through Ca, with a = 1, . . . , p− 1, we enforce Dβ = 0 at point
Aa by setting dβ = `a+1 dχ. We then obtain∫
Ca
E4 =
∫
Ca
eΩ2 ∧ d
[
Y + (L− `a+1)W
]
∧ dχ
2pi
= −
[
Y + (L− `a+1)W
]Ba
Aa
= Y (Aa) . (4.28)
In the second step, we used
∫
S2Ω
eΩ2 = 1, and we have recalled that χ has periodicity 2pi. In the
final step, we utilized W (Ba) = 0, Y (Ba) = 0 (which follow from (4.16)) and L(Aa) = `a+1
(which follows from (4.21)). While (4.28) was derived under the assumption a = 1, . . . , p− 1,
it is verified that it also holds for a = p.
The computation (4.28) deserves further comments. First of all, since
∫
Ca E4 must be
quantized and the location of Aa inside the interval (ηa, ηa+1) is arbitrary, we learn that
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Y (ρ, η) is piecewise constant along the η axis. We introduce the notation
Y (0, η) = ya ∈ Z for ηa < η < ηa+1 , a = 1, . . . , p− 1 ,
Y (0, η) = yp ∈ Z for η > ηp = ηmax . (4.29)
Notice that y0 = 0, because Y vanishes at η = 0. Moreover, we can check that the orientation
we chose in (4.28) is consistent. Indeed, (4.28) holds for any choice of p and ka, and in
particular for the non-puncture. In that case, (4.14) shows that Y = N along the η axis for
η > ηmax. We thus recover the expected relation
∫
C1 E4 = +N .
The identification (4.27) provides the boundary condition
yp = N . (4.30)
For any puncture, supersymmetry requires that the flux of E4 through all the Ca carry the
same sign. It follows that
ya > 0 for a = 1, . . . , p− 1 . (4.31)
The 4-cycles {Ba}pa=1. For a = 2, 3, . . . , p, we can construct a 4-cycle Ba as follows. Con-
sider the interval [ηa−1, ηa] on the η axis. The circle S1β shrinks at the location of the monopole
sources, but has finite size in the interior of [ηa−1, ηa]. As a result, we can combine S1β and
[ηa−1, ηa] and obtain a 2-cycle Sa with the topology of an S2, depicted as a bubble in figure
2. The desired 4-cycle Ba is then simply obtained as Ba = Sa × S2Ω, since S2Ω has finite size in
the entirety of [ηa−1, ηa]. We can also construct a 4-cycle B1 by combining the interval [0, η1]
with S1β and S
2
Ω. In contrast with the case a = 2, . . . , p, the S
1
β circle is not shrinking at the
endpoint η = 0. However, S2Ω is shrinking there, and therefore B1 is still a closed 4-cycle.
The flux of E4 through the cycles {Ba}pa=1 is computed from (4.26) by selecting the terms
with one Dβ factor,∫
Ba
E4 = −
∫
Ba
eΩ2 ∧ dW ∧
Dβ
2pi
= W (0, ηa)−W (0, ηa−1) . (4.32)
We have recalled that eΩ2 integrates to 1 over S2Ω, and that β has periodicity 2pi. We have also
chosen an orientation for Ba.
To argue in favor of our orientation convention, we specialize (4.32) to the case of the
non-puncture, p = 1, η1 = ηmax. In that case, the cycle B1 must be equivalent to S4, since
the latter is the only non-trivial 4-cycle in the non-puncture geometry. From (4.15), (4.16),
we immediately see that the RHS of (4.32) evaluates to +N .
It follows from (4.32) that the jumps in the values of W between consecutive monopole
locations must be integers, by virtue of E4 flux quantization. Moreover, supersymmetry
demands that the flux of E4 must have the same sign for all {Ba}pa=1. Consistency with the
non-puncture case requires that this sign must be positive. In conclusion, we can write
W (0, ηa) = wa , wa − wa−1 ∈ Z+ , w0 = 0 , (4.33)
where the last relation follows from (4.16). Notice that {wa}pa=1 is an increasing sequence of
positive integers.
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Regularity of E4 and partition of N . The quantities L and Y are piecewise constant
along the η axis, with jumps at the location of the monopoles. The total form E4, however,
must be regular everywhere along the η axis. The terms dL and dY in (4.17) are a potential
source of δ function singularities in E2, since
dY
∣∣∣
ρ=0
=
p∑
a=1
(ya − ya−1) δ(η − ηa) dη , dL
∣∣∣
ρ=0
=
p∑
a=1
(`a+1 − `a) δ(η − ηa) dη . (4.34)
The normalization of each δ function at a given ηa is inferred from the jump of Y , L across
ηa, see (4.36), (4.21) respectively. We can achieve a cancellation of each δ(η − ηa) term in
(4.17) by demanding
0 = ya − ya−1 + wa (`a+1 − `a) = ya − ya−1 − wa ka , (4.35)
where in the last step we made use of (4.23). We know from (4.16) that y0 = 0. As a result,
we can use (4.35) to express the values of ya in terms of wa, ka,
ya =
a∑
b=1
wb kb . (4.36)
Moreover, we have also established that yp = N , see (4.30). Specializing (4.36) to a = p we
thus obtain a crucial sum rule for the flux data wa, ka,
N =
p∑
a=1
wa ka . (4.37)
Recall that {wa}pa=1 is an increasing sequence of positive integers, see (4.33). Moreover, all ka
are integer and positive. It follows that the relation (4.37) defines a partition of N , which can
be equivalently encoded in a Young diagram. Figure 3 exemplifies the translation of (4.37)
into a Young diagram, in the conventions used throughout this work.
It is worth noting that, thanks to (4.35), the quantity Y +W L is continuous along the η
axis8. At the monopole location η = ηa it attains the value
(Y +W L)(0, ηa) = Na =
a−1∑
b=1
wb kb + wa `a =
a∑
b=1
(wb − wb−1) `b . (4.38)
If we choose the last monopole a = p, we can use `p = kp (because L is zero on the η axis for
η > ηmax) and the sum rule (4.37) to infer Np = N .
8As explained in appendix D, this quantity is the line charge density in the Gaiotto-Maldacena puncture
solutions [9].
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Figure 3: An example of a flux configuration for N = 23 and associated Young diagram.
The configuration has p = 3 monopole sources with prescribed ka, wa. We highlighted the
decomposition of the Young diagram in rectangular blocks of dimensions wa × ka.
Flavor Symmetry
In the case of the non-puncture, i.e. p = 1, k1 = 1, the space X4 does not admit any non-trivial
2-cycles. As soon as we consider more than one monopole source and/or monopole charges
greater than one, however, the geometry X4 contains non-trivial 2-cycles. First of all, there
are the 2-cycles {Sa}pa=2 introduced above (4.32), which have the topology of a 2-sphere and
are obtained by combining the interval [ηa−1, ηa] along the η axis with the Dβ fiber direction.
Let us stress once more that the Dβ circle does not shrink at η0 = 0, and therefore the first
interval [0, η1] combined with S1β does not yield a 2-cycle. The second class of 2-cycles in X4
is the collection of resolution CP1’s at each monopole source with ka > 1, introduced at the
end of section 4.2 above.
The existence of non-trivial 2-cycles in X4 allows us to include additional terms in E4.
The total E4 thus reads
E4 = E2 ∧ eΩ2 +
p∑
a=2
Fa
2pi
∧ ωa +
p∑
a=1
ka−1∑
I=1
F̂a,I
2pi
∧ ω̂a,I , (4.39)
where E2 is as in (4.26). The quantities Fa, F̂a,I are field strengths of 4d external connections.
The 2-form ωa is the Poincaré dual in X4 of the 2-cycle Sa, while the 2-forms ω̂a,I are the
Poincaré duals of the resolution CP1’s at each monopole with ka ≥ 2. (The sum over I is
understood to be zero if ka = 1.) The 4d connections Fa, F̂a,I in (4.39) are interpreted as
background gauge fields for the flavor symmetry associated to the puncture. More precisely,
(4.39) captures the Cartan subalgebra of the full flavor symmetry group
GF = S
[ p∏
a=1
U(ka)
]
. (4.40)
The connections F̂a,I are in one-to-one correspondence with the Cartan generators of the
SU(ka) factor in GF , while the Fa correspond to the remaining U(1) factors.
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The states associated to the non-Cartan generators of GF are not visible in the super-
gravity approximation, since they originate from M2-branes wrapping the resolution CP1’s.
For the purpose of computing ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients, however, the form E4 contains
all necessary information.
5 Puncture Contributions to Anomaly Inflow
As explained in section 2.3, the contribution of the αth puncture to the total inflow anomaly
polynomial I inflow6 (Pα) is given by (2.22), with I12 given by (2.9). In this section we compute
the integral in (2.22), considering the two terms in I12 in turn. For notational convenience,
we suppress the puncture label α throughout the rest of this section.
5.1 Computation of the (E4)3 Term
The total expression for the form E4 near a puncture is given in (4.39), with E2 as in (4.26).
Our task is to identify the terms in (E4)3 that saturate the integral over the 6d space X6,
which is an S2Ω fibration over X4, see (4.9). The Bott-Cattaneo formula, reviewed in appendix
A.3, implies ∫
S2Ω
(eΩ2 )
3 =
1
4
p1(NSO(3)) ,
∫
S2Ω
eΩ2 = 1 , (5.1)
while even powers of eΩ2 integrate to zero. It follows that∫
X6
(E4)
3 =
1
4
p1(NSO(3))
∫
X4
(E2)3 + 3
∫
X4
E2 ∧
[ p∑
a=2
Fa
2pi
∧ωa +
p∑
a=1
ka−1∑
I=1
F̂a,I
2pi
∧ ω̂a,I
]2
. (5.2)
To proceed, we isolate the terms in (E2)3 that saturate the integration over X4,∫
X4
(E2)3 = −3
∫
X4
d
[
(Y +W L)2
]
∧ dW ∧ Dχ
2pi
∧ D˜β
2pi
∧ Fφ
2pi
. (5.3)
The integration over the angles χ, β is readily performed. (Recall that they both have peri-
odicity 2pi.) The integral of the 2-form d[(Y +W L)2]∧ dW on the (ρ, η) plane is discussed in
detail in appendix B. Combining all elements, we arrive at∫
X4
(E2)3 = −Fφ
2pi
p∑
a=1
[
2 `2a (w
3
a − w3a−1) + 3 `a (Na − wa `a) (w2a − w2a−1)
]
. (5.4)
Let us now turn to the second X4 integral in (5.2). In this case, integration over X4 is
saturated by considering terms quadratic in the 2-forms ωa, ω̂a,I ,
∫
X6
(E4)
3 = −3 Fφ
2pi
∧
[ p∑
a,b=1
ka−1∑
I=1
kb−1∑
J=1
K(a,I),(b,J)
F̂a,I
2pi
∧ F̂b,J
2pi
+
p∑
a,b=2
Ka,b Fa
2pi
∧ Fb
2pi
+ 2
p∑
a=2
p∑
b=1
kb−1∑
J=1
Ka,(b,J)
Fa
2pi
∧ F̂b,J
2pi
]
+ . . . , (5.5)
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where the coefficients are
K(a,I),(b,J) =
∫
X4
(Y +W L) ω̂a,I ∧ ω̂b,J ,
Ka,b =
∫
X4
(Y +W L)ωa ∧ ωb ,
Ka,(b,J) =
∫
X4
(Y +W L)ωa ∧ ω̂b,J . (5.6)
We have used the fact that the only relevant part of E2 is the one with legs along external
spacetime, −(Y +W L)Fφ/(2pi).
The coefficients K(a,I),(b,J) are computed as follows. The 2-forms ω̂a,I are associated to
the resolution CP1’s of the orbifold singularity at the ath monopole. It follows that K(a,I),(b,J)
is only non-zero for a = b. As a result, the quantity Y +WL is evaluated at (ρ, η) = (0, ηa),
and gives a factor Na by virtue of (4.38). The integration over X4 reduces to an integration
over the resolved orbifold T˜Nka and is performed using (4.25). We thus have
K(a,I),(b,J) = −δa,bNaCsu(ka)IJ . (5.7)
A computation of the coefficientsKa,b andKa,(b,J) in (5.6) requires full control over the intersec-
tion pairing among the 2-cycles Sa and the resolution CP1’s, as well as over the normalization
of the 2-forms ωa. We refrain from a discussion of these coefficients.
Let us summarize the final result of the computation of this subsection, using (3.15) to
express nˆ4d = Fφ/(2pi) and p1(NSO(3)) in terms of 4d Chern classes,∫
X6
(E4)
3 = 2 cr1 c
R
2
p∑
a=1
[
2 `2a (w
3
a − w3a−1) + 3 `a (Na − wa `a) (w2a − w2a−1)
]
+ 6 cr1
p∑
a=1
Na
ka−1∑
I,J=1
C
su(ka)
IJ
F̂a,I
2pi
∧ F̂a,J
2pi
− 6 cr1
p∑
a,b=2
Ka,b Fa
2pi
∧ Fb
2pi
− 12 cr1
p∑
a=2
p∑
b=1
kb−1∑
J=1
Ka,(b,J)
Fa
2pi
∧ F̂b,J
2pi
. (5.8)
5.2 Computation of the E4 ∧X8 Term
Recall from section 4.2 that the puncture geometry X4 has an R4/Zka orbifold singularity at
the location of each monopole of charge ka ≥ 2. The singularity is modeled by a single-center
Taub-NUT space TNka , which can be resolved to T˜Nka . We use the notation X˜4 for the space
obtained from X4 by resolving all its orbifold singularities.
With this notation, the relevant decomposition of the 11d tangent bundle, restricted to
the brane worldvolume, is
TM11|W6 = TW4 ⊕NSO(3) ⊕ TX˜4 . (5.9)
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The above expression is motivated by the fact that the resolved space X˜4 is a local model of
the cotangent bundle to the Riemann surface in the vicinity of the puncture.
Let λ1, λ2 denote the Chern roots of TX˜4. Since c1(TX˜4) = 0, we can write
λ1 = −λ2 =: λ . (5.10)
In our geometry, the U(1) associated to the χ circle is gauged with the 4d connection Aφ. In
order to account for this fact, we shift the Chern roots of TX˜4,
λtot1 := λ+
1
2 nˆ
4d , λtot2 := −λ+ 12 nˆ4d , (5.11)
where nˆ4d is the spacetime component of the Chern root of NSO(2) introduced in (3.4). We
see from (5.11) that it is the sum of Chern roots λ1 +λ2 that is shifted with +nˆ4d. This is due
to the definition of the angle χ in terms of β, φ—see (4.4). We can now compute the shifted
Pontryagin classes for TX˜4, including the contribution from the gauging with nˆ4d,
p1(TX˜4)
tot = (λtot1 )
2 + (λtot2 )
2 = p1(TX˜4) +
1
2 (nˆ
4d)2 ,
p2(TX˜4)
tot = (λtot1 )
2 (λtot2 )
2 = −14 p1(TX˜4) (nˆ4d)2 , (5.12)
where p1(TX˜4) is the first Pontryagin class of TX˜4 before the 4d gauging is turned on. Using
(5.9), (2.10), and standard formulae for Pontryagin classes (A.10), we compute
X8 = − 1
96
[
p1(TW4) + p1(NSO(3))− (nˆ4d)2
]
p1(TX˜4) + . . . . (5.13)
We have selected the terms with one p1(TX˜4), with the dots representing the remaining terms,
which will not be important for the following discussion.
We are now in a position to integrate E4 ∧X8 over X6. The integral in the directions of
X˜4 is saturated by p1(TX˜4), while the integral on S2Ω is saturated by e
Ω
2 in the term E2 ∧ eΩ2
in E4. It follows that∫
X6
E4 ∧X8 = 1
48
cr1
[
p1(TW4) + p1(NSO(3))− (nˆ4d)2
] ∫
X˜4
(Y +W L) p1(TX˜4) . (5.14)
We have already performed the integral over S2Ω, and we have selected the only piece of E2
which is relevant, i.e. the part with Fφ = 2pinˆ4d. The integral over X˜4 localizes onto the
positions η = ηa of the monopoles,∫
X˜4
(Y +W L) p1(TX˜4) =
p∑
a=1
Na
∫
T˜Nka
p1(T T˜Nka) . (5.15)
We exploited the fact that the quantity Y + W L takes the value Na at (ρ, η) = (0, ηa), see
(4.38). The integrals of the individual classes p1(T T˜Nka) are evaluated making use of the
results of [31] for ALF resolutions of R4/Zka9,∫
T˜Nka
p1(T T˜Nka) = 2 ka . (5.16)
9Equation (12) in [31] gives the Euler characteristic χ for a generic ALF space based on R4/Γ. Exploiting
self-duality of curvature, specializing to Γ = Zs, using equation (23) in [31], and comparing with the value of
χ given in equation (33) in [31], one reads out the integral of p1(T T˜Nka).
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In conclusion, we obtain∫
X6
E4 ∧X8 = 1
24
p∑
a=1
Na ka c
r
1
[
p1(TW4)− 4 cR2 − 4 (cr1)2
]
, (5.17)
where we have expressed the result in terms of cr1, cR2 using (3.15).
6 Comparison with CFT Expectations
In this section we first summarize the total result for the inflow anomaly polynomial, and we
then prove that it matches with the CFT expectation.
6.1 Summary of Inflow Anomaly Polynomial
We can assemble the contribution I inflow6 (Pα) of the αth puncture to the inflow anomaly poly-
nomial, making use of (2.22) and the findings of the previous sections. The result reads
I inflow6 (Pα) = (nv − nh)inflow(Pα)
[
1
3
(cr1)
3 − 1
12
cr1 p1(TW4)
]
− ninflowv (Pα) cr1 cR2
+ I inflow,flavor6 (Pα) , (6.1)
where the anomaly coefficients are given in terms of the quantized flux data as
(nv − nh)inflow(Pα) = 1
2
p∑
a=1
Na ka ,
ninflowv (Pα) =
p∑
a=1
[
2
3
`2a (w
3
a − w3a−1) + `a (Na − wa `a) (w2a − w2a−1)−
1
6
Na ka
]
,
I inflow,flavor6 (Pα) = c
r
1
[
−
p∑
a=1
Na
ka−1∑
I,J=1
C
su(ka)
IJ
F̂a,I
2pi
∧ F̂a,J
2pi
+
p∑
a,b=2
Ka,b Fa
2pi
∧ Fb
2pi
+ 2
p∑
a=2
p∑
b=1
kb−1∑
J=1
Ka,(b,J)
Fa
2pi
∧ F̂b,J
2pi
]
. (6.2)
The coefficients Ka,b, Ka,(b,J) in I inflow,flavor6 (Pα) are defined in (5.6). A minor comment about
our notation is in order. We have reinstated the puncture label α on the LHS’s of the above
equations. Strictly speaking, each puncture comes with its local data, and on the RHS’s we
should write pα, kαa , `αa , and so on. We prefer to omit the label α from the RHS’s of the above
relations in order to avoid cluttering the expressions.
In the piece related to flavor symmetry, we expect an enhancement of the first term to
the second Chern class of the full non-Abelian SU(ka) factor in the flavor symmetry group,
− cr1
p∑
a=1
Na
ka−1∑
I,J=1
C
su(ka)
IJ
F̂a,I
2pi
∧ F̂a,J
2pi
→ −2
p∑
a=1
2Na c
r
1 c2(SU(ka)) . (6.3)
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The corresponding flavor central charge is
kinflowSU(ka) = −2Na . (6.4)
For the sake of completeness, we also restate the bulk contribution of the Riemann surface
to the anomalies:
(nv − nh)inflow(Σg,n) = 1
2
χ(Σg,n)N , (6.5)
ninflowv (Σg,n) =
1
6
χ(Σg,n)(4N
3 −N) . (6.6)
We would now like to compare these expressions with the anomalies of the 4d SCFT. Our
results are summarized in (6.46)-(6.50).
6.2 Anomalies of the N = 2 Class S SCFTs
The anomaly polynomial of any 4d N = 2 SCFT with flavor symmetry GF can be written in
the form
ICFT6 = (nv − nh)
[
1
3
(cr1)
3 − 1
12
cr1 p1(TW4)
]
− nv cr1 cR2 − kG cr1 ch2(GF ) . (6.7)
This structure follows from the N = 2 superconformal algebra [12]. Here, ch2(GF ) is the
2-form part of the Chern character for GF ; for instance, ch2(SU(m)) = −c2(SU(m)) (see
appendix A.1). The flavor central charge is defined in terms of the GF generators T a as
kGF δ
ab = −2 trRN=2T aT b. (6.8)
The parameters nv and nh correspond to the number of vector multiplets and hypermultiplets
respectively when the theory is free, and otherwise can be regarded as an effective number
of vector multiplets and hypermultiplets. These are related to the SCFT central charges as
a = 124(5nv + nh), and c =
1
12(2nv + nh).
An N = 2 theory of class S has two contributions to their anomalies, which we denote in
terms of the nv and nh parameters as
nCFTv = n
CFT
v (Σg,n) +
n∑
α=1
nCFTv (Pα) , n
CFT
h = n
CFT
h (Σg,n) +
n∑
α=1
nCFTh (Pα) . (6.9)
The bulk terms are proportional to the Euler characteristic χ of the Riemann surface,
(nv − nh)CFT(Σg,n) = −1
2
χ(Σg,n) (N − 1), (6.10)
nCFTv (Σg,n) = −
1
2
χ(Σg,n)
(
4
3
N3 − 1
3
N − 1
)
. (6.11)
These were computed in [7, 18] by integrating the 6d (2,0) anomaly polynomial over the Rie-
mann surface without punctures. The remaining terms in (6.9) depend on the local puncture
data, which we will now review.
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A regular N = 2 puncture is labeled by an embedding ρ : su(2) → g. For g = AN−1, ρ
is one-to-one with a partition of N , encoded in a Young diagram with N boxes. Consider a
Young diagram with p˜ rows of length ˜`i, with i = 1, . . . , p˜. The partition is given as
N =
p˜∑
i=1
˜`
i . (6.12)
A puncture corresponding to this partition contributes a flavor symmetry GF to the 4d CFT,
where GF is the commutant of the embedding ρ,
GF = S
 p˜∏
i=1
U(k˜i)
 . (6.13)
The quantities k˜i are defined as
k˜i = ˜`i − ˜`i+1 , ˜`˜p+1 ≡ 0 , ˜`i = p˜∑
j=i
k˜j . (6.14)
In order to write down nCFTv,h (Pα) it is also useful to introduce the notation
˜`
i = N˜i − N˜i−1 , N˜p˜ = N˜p˜+1 = N , N˜i =
i∑
j=1
˜`
j =
i−1∑
j=1
j k˜j + i
p˜∑
j=i
k˜j . (6.15)
Notice the relation 2 N˜i − N˜i+1 − N˜i−1 = k˜i, which encodes the Nf = 2Nc condition for the
vanishing of the β function in the dual quiver description [3].
The puncture contribution to the ’t Hooft anomalies of the class S SCFTs can be stated
in terms of this data as follows:
(nv − nh)CFT(Pα) = −1
2
p˜∑
i=1
N˜ik˜i +
1
2
, (6.16)
nCFTv (Pα) = −
p˜∑
i=1
(
N2 − N˜2i
)
− 1
2
N2 +
1
2
, (6.17)
kCFT
SU(k˜i)
= 2N˜i . (6.18)
The last equation is the mixed flavor-R-symmetry contribution due to a factor SU(k˜i) of the
flavor group. These contributions were computed explicitly for the An case in [9, 19], with
the general ADE formula derived in [20]10.
10Another common notation uses the pole structure, a set of N integers pi defined by sequentially numbering
each of the N boxes in the Young diagram, starting with 1 in the upper left corner and increasing from left to
right across a row such that pi = i−(height of i’th box) [1]. These are related to the N˜i as
N∑
i=1
(2i− 1)pi = 1
6
(
4N3 − 3N2 −N)− p˜∑
i=1
(N2 − N˜2i ). (6.19)
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(w1, w2, w3) = (2, 3, 6)
<latexit sha1_base64="Vr2ZPwY84pt70 NJFu4jnUCOAH10=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW1RcuQkWoYVQklbUjVBw47KCrYU 2hMn0tB06uZCZtJTQR3EhiAtd+Bw+gm/jtGbT1h8OfJz/nBn+40WcCWlZP1puY3Nreye /W9jbPzg80o9PWiJMYopNGvIwbntEIGcBNiWTHNtRjMT3OD57o/u5/zzGWLAweJLTCB2f DALWZ5RI1XL1s9LEtc2JW1VVK9+VqmbNvC67etGqWAsZ62BnUIRMDVf/7vZCmvgYSMqJ EB3biqSTklgyynFW6CYCI0JHZIAp8YWY+t7MuPSJHIpVb978z+sksn/rpCyIEokBVSPK 6yfckKExT2b0WIxU8qkCQmOmfjbokMSESpV/+SWBAfFRmEZvzCKxYCddHHNWUNnt1aTr 0KpW7FrFfrwq1s3sCnk4hwsogQ03UIcHaEATKKTwCh/wqU20F+1Ne/8bzWnZziksSfv6B cTwj4k=</latexit>
(`1, `2, `3) = (6, 5, 2)
<latexit sha1_base64="aT/kuJB6y+SHkKe/wYIh hx1Vkro=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4vQQihJ62sjFNy4rGAf0IYwmd62QycPZiaFErpz4be4 EMSFLvwBP8G/MY3ZtPVs7uGe++AcN+RMKtP80XIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weGRfnzSlkEkKLRowAPRdYkEznxoKaY 4dEMBxHM5dNzJ3ULvTEFIFviPahaC7ZGRz4aMEpW0HL1Y7gPnjmXgtNayWq/gW1y+Mi6NWsXRS2bVTIHXiZ WREsrQdPTv/iCgkQe+opxI2bPMUNkxEYpRDvNCP5IQEjohI4iJJ+XMc+f43CNqLFe1RfM/rRep4Y0dMz+M FPg0GUm0YcSxCvDCJh4wAVTxWUIIFSz5jOmYCEJVEsbyJQk+8UAaeDBloUy5HafJzguJd2vV6Tpp16pWvWo 9XJQaZpZCHp2hIiojC12jBrpHTdRCFD2jV/SBPrUn7UV7097/RnNatnOKlqB9/QLf25P3</latexit>
(N1, N2, N3) = (12, 17, 23)
<latexit sha1_base64="wjNCkRPdvIkEW6mVWan9 iI7+IDY=">AAAB/HicbZBNSwJBHMZn7c3sbatjHYYkUBDZWQO7BEKXTmKQJuiyzI5/dXD2hZ1ZQRY79Fk6 BNGhDn2HPkLfpl3bi9pzGH78n//M8DxOILhUhvGj5TY2t7Z38ruFvf2DwyP9+KQj/Shk0Ga+8MOuQyUI7kF bcSWgG4RAXUfAozO5Tf3HKYSS+96DmgVguXTk8SFnVCUjWz8vNW1SwU3bTI9aGd/gEjErpF4xa2VbLxpVYy G8DiSDIsrUsvXv/sBnkQueYoJK2SNGoKyYhoozAfNCP5IQUDahI4ipK+XMdeb40qVqLFe9dPif14vU8NqK uRdECjyWrCTeMBJY+TgNiAc8BKbELAHKQp78jNmYhpSppIbllyR41AVZwYMpD+SCrXjR6byQZCerSdehY1Z JrUrur4oNI2shj87QBSohguqoge5QC7URQ8/oFX2gT+1Je9HetPe/1ZyW3TlFS9K+fgHIBZBt</latexit>
N =
pX
a=1
(wa   wa 1)`a =
epX
i=1
e`
i
<latexit sha1_base64= "zsfMBM4K5ZmLnMj3XPte3Pgvvlk=">AAACMnicbV FNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsQgKtiQq6KVQ8OJJVKwtNDVM NtN26SZZshtLCflXHvwL/gQ9COJBD/4I01pEq+/0Z t6bXeaNKwVX2jQfjdzU9Mzs3PxCfnFpeWW1sLZ+rc I4YlhjoQijhgsKBQ+wprkW2JARgu8KrLu9k6Fev8VI 8TC40gOJLR86AW9zBjprOYXLM1qhtop9J4GKld5Iu tN3oNTPypKV7toohAPfFj60JHafe6i58JDKlP6oRm 7uFIpm2RyB/iXWmBTJGOdO4cH2Qhb7GGgmQKmmZUrd SiDSnAlM83asUALrQQcT8JUa+G5Kt33QXTWpDZv/a c1Yt49bCQ9krDFgmSXT2rGgOqTDWKjHI2RaDDICLO LZz5R1IQKms/B+v6QwAB/VHvVuuVQj3kpGl0jz2e7W 5KZ/yfV+2Too718cFqvmOIV5skm2yA6xyBGpklNyT mqEkXvyTN7Iu3FnPBkvxuuXNWeMZzbILxgfn2ihqe o=</latexit>
(w1, . . . , wp) = (2, 3, 6)
(`1, . . . , `p) = (6, 5, 2)
(e`1, . . . , e`ep) = (6, 6, 5, 2, 2, 2)
<latexit sha1_base64= "hD6pWjNERWl5SM8DyceAja9UlmI=">AAACknicbV HbattAEF0pvSTqJW6ah0JflpoWGYSRnDYthZSUPDQP fUihvoBlxGo1jpespEU7ijFCP5W/yCfkb7qW3Uvsz r6cnTPnDDMTKyk0+v6dZe88ePjo8e6e8+Tps+f7rR cHA52XBYc+z2VejGKmQYoM+ihQwkgVwNJYwjC+Olvy w2sotMizn7hQMEnZZSamgjM0qah1486jwKNhkqP26 DxSHfqOnlC35x15xx0ahk6oZizDPK3CuUgAhUyAhi BlFNTUXYE/+ub72+LY++D1Ggt3S0r/Sjaof9uoemXl GK/Gbfk6Uavtd/0m6DYI1qBN1nERtW5NL16mkCGXT Otx4CucVKxAwSXUTlhqUIxfsUuoWKr1Io1r+jZlON Ob3DL5P25c4vTTpBKZKhEybkoMNy0lxZwu104TUQBH uTCA8UKYzpTPWME4muPcd9KQsRTMapJroXSDJ1Vz6 doxswebk26DQa8bHHV7P963T/31FnbJa/KGuCQgH8 kpOScXpE+49cr6Yn2zzu1D+7P91T5bldrWWvOS3Av7 +y91g71w</latexit>
p = 3 , ep = 6
<latexit sha1_base64= "y00sneHfeqmGSxtO5sMGQTiN9R0=">AAAB/3icbZ DNSsNAFIUn9a/Wv6hLFw4WwUUpSSvqplBw47KC/QET ymRy2w6dJOPMpFJCFy58FheCuNCFj+Aj+DamNZu2n tXHPXfmco4nOFPasn6M3Mrq2vpGfrOwtb2zu2fuH7 RUFEsKTRrxSHY8ooCzEJqaaQ4dIYEEHoe2N7ye+u0R SMWi8E6PBbgB6YesxyjR6ahrHotaFTu4hJ2HmPgYO 4/MB824D1jgGr7omkWrbM2El8HOoIgyNbrmt+NHNA 4g1JQTpe5tS2g3IVIzymFScGIFgtAh6UNCAqXGgTfB pwHRA7XoTYf/efex7l25CQtFrCGk6Urq9WKOdYSnG bHPJFDNxykQKll6GdMBkYTqtIn5nxSEJABVwv6ICT VjN5nVOimk2e3FpMvQqpTtarlye16sW1kLeXSETtAZ stElqqMb1EBNRNEzekUf6NN4Ml6MN+P9bzVnZG8O0 ZyMr1+xDpQZ</latexit>
w1 ⇥ `1
<latexit sha1_base64="4ne5YoaZpDa00PI6Cz3+ pr5cOLg=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt42WNoNBsJCwGwUtAzaWEcwFsssyOzlJhsxemJlNCCEPYiGI hRY+iY/g2ziJ2yTxrz7Ofy78J0wFV9pxfqzC1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8YpdPWyrJJMMmS0QiOyFVKHiMTc21wE4 qkUahwHY4elj47TFKxZP4WU9T9CM6iHmfM6pNKbDLk8AlnuYRKuKhEIEb2BWn6ixFNsHNoQK5GoH97fUSlk UYayaoUl3XSbU/o1JzJnBe8jKFKWUjOsAZjZSaRuGcXEZUD9W6tyj+53Uz3b/3ZzxOM40xMy3G62eC6IQs UpEel8i0mBqgTHJzmbAhlZRpk311k8KYmrTXpDfmqVqyP1s+cl4y2d31pJvQqlXdm2rt6bZSd/IvFOEcLuA KXLiDOjxCA5rAYAKv8AGflrJerDfr/a+1YOUzZ7Ai6+sXJWyQEg==</latexit>
(w2   w1)⇥ `2
<latexit sha1_base64="cZMs3eMkJziWPWdY7tiq CsXsd6o=">AAAB93icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerChZvBIlTQkkRBlwU3LivYCzQhTKan7eDkwsykpYQ8iwtB XOjCx/ARfBunNZu2/quP85+Zw/8HCWdSWdaPUVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/Mw6O2jFNBoUVjHotuQCRwFkFLMcW hmwggYcChEzzfz/zOGIRkcfSkpgl4IRlGbMAoUXrkmye1ie9cTXz7AruKhSCxC5z7jm9Wrbo1F14Fu4AqKt T0zW+3H9M0hEhRTqTs2VaivIwIxSiHvOKmEhJCn8kQMhJKOQ2DHJ+HRI3ksjcb/uf1UjW48zIWJamCiOoV 7Q1SjlWMZ9lwnwmgik81ECqYvozpiAhClW5g8ScJEdFpL3F/zBI5Zy+b15lXdHZ7OekqtJ26fV13Hm+qDat ooYxO0RmqIRvdogZ6QE3UQhTl6BV9oE9jarwYb8b732rJKN4cowUZX79l9JHV</latexit>
(w3   w2)⇥ `3
<latexit sha1_base64="obLPLABjkrMMxQU913Pv whHHpo4=">AAAB93icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerChZvBIlTQkrSCLgtuXFawF2hCmExP26GTCzOTllDyLC4E caELH8NH8G2c1mza+q8+zn9mDv/vx5xJZVk/RmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwyj0/aMkoEhRaNeCS6PpHAWQgtxRS HbiyABD6Hjj9+mPudCQjJovBZpTG4ARmGbMAoUXrkmWeVqVe/mXq1K+woFoDEDnDu1T2zbFWthfA62DmUUa 6mZ347/YgmAYSKciJlz7Zi5c6IUIxyyEpOIiEmdEyGMCOBlGngZ/gyIGokV7358D+vl6jBvTtjYZwoCKle 0d4g4VhFeJ4N95kAqniqgVDB9GVMR0QQqnQDyz9JCIlOe437ExbLBbuzRZ1ZSWe3V5OuQ7tWtevV2tNtuWH lLRTRObpAFWSjO9RAj6iJWoiiDL2iD/RppMaL8Wa8/60WjPzNKVqS8fULaoeR2A==</latexit>
Figure 4: The example of figure 3 is reformulated in terms of `a, ˜`i. We highlighted the
decomposition of the Young diagram in rectangular blocks of dimensions (wa − wa−1)× `a.
It will also be useful to note the following expressions for nv, nh associated to a free tensor
multiplet reduced on a Riemann surface without punctures:
nfree tensorv = −
1
2
χ(Σg,0) , (nv − nh)free tensor = −1
2
χ(Σg,0) . (6.20)
These expressions can be found by dimensional reduction of the 8-form anomaly polynomial
of a single M5-brane—see appendix C for more details.
6.3 Relating Inflow Data to Young Diagram Data
The map between the data of the Young diagram and the inflow data is as follows. Consider
a profile with p monopoles. The monopole located at ηa on the η axis has charge
ka = `a − `a+1 , (6.21)
where we used (4.23) to express ka in terms of `a. Let us recast the sum rule (4.37) in the
form
N =
p∑
a=1
(wa − wa−1) `a . (6.22)
We can interpret (6.22) as a partition of N determined by the Young diagram
Y = [(`1)
w1 , (`2)
w2−w1 , . . . , (`a)wa−wa−1 , . . . , (`p)wp−wp−1 ] . (6.23)
We are using a notation in which Y is specified by giving the lengths of its rows. More precisely,
we list the distinct lengths `a in decreasing order. The exponent of `a is the number of rows
with length `a.
The map to the rows ˜`i of the Young diagram that describes the CFT is˜`
i = value of L along the η axis for η ∈ (i− 1, i) , i = 1, 2, . . . , wp . (6.24)
Equivalently, we can write˜`
i = `a for all i = wa−1 + 1, . . . , wa . (6.25)
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Then, the sequence
(˜`1 , ˜`2 , . . . , ˜`˜p), p˜ = wp . (6.26)
is exactly the sequence of lengths of all rows of Y, this time listed with repetitions. The total
number of rows is equal to the quantity wp. Figure 4 shows the example considered in figure
3, reformulating the partition of N in terms of `a and ˜`i.
We can identify the monopole charge ka with the k˜i as
k˜i =
{
0 if i /∈ {wa}pa=1 ,
ka if i = wa .
(6.27)
When this is nonzero, it corresponds to a location of a monopole, and equals a corresponding
ka. Therefore we can equivalently rewrite the flavor symmetry (6.13) as
GF = S
[
p∏
a=1
U(ka)
]
. (6.28)
In this way, the variables that run over number-of-monopoles and those that run over number-
of-rows are related by taking into account the multiplicity of rows of the same length.
Before going on, we pause to go through several examples of puncture profiles, mapping
the Young diagram data to the inflow data and computing the anomaly contributions of the
punctures. We draw the corresponding Young diagrams for the case of N = 4 in figure 5.
Example 1: Non-puncture The Young diagram data that labels a non-puncture (no flavor
symmetry) is:
non-puncture : p˜ = N, ˜`i=1,...,N = 1, (k˜i=1,...,N−1 = 0, k˜N = 1), N˜i = i . (6.29)
The corresponding inflow data is
non-puncture : p = 1, `1 = 1, k1 = 1, N1 = N, w1 = N . (6.30)
For this case, the CFT answers (6.16)-(6.18) simplify to
(nv − nh)CFT(Pnon) = −1
2
(N − 1) , (6.31)
nCFTv (Pnon) = −
1
6
(4N3 −N) + 1
2
. (6.32)
This has the net effect of shifting χ → χ + 1, or in other words, the number of punctures n
from n → n − 1. This is exactly the behavior of a non-puncture, whose only contribution is
“filling” a hole on the Riemann surface.
We can compare with the inflow answer. Plugging in to (6.2), we obtain
(nv − nh)inflow(Pnon) = 1
2
N , (6.33)
ninflowv (Pnon) =
1
6
(
4N3 −N) . (6.34)
Comparing with the bulk inflow answers (6.5), (6.6), we observe agreement up to O(1) terms.
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Figure 5: The Young diagrams corresponding to the four discussed examples, drawn with
N = 4 boxes. From left to right, the preserved flavor symmetry is: ∅, SU(4), U(1), SU(2).
Example 2: Maximal puncture The puncture that preserves the maximal flavor sym-
metry of GF = SU(N) is known as a maximal puncture. In this case the tilde’d variables
that denote the Young diagram data are exactly equivalent to the un-tilde’d variables from
the geometry since there is both one monopole and one row, and are given by:
SU(N) : p = 1, `1 = N, k1 = N, N1 = N, w1 = 1 . (6.35)
The CFT answers are given by (6.16)-(6.18), which for the maximal puncture simplify to
(nv − nh)CFT(Pmax) = nCFTv (Pmax) = −
1
2
(N2 − 1) . (6.36)
In comparison, the inflow result is
(nv − nh)inflow(Pmax) = ninflowv (Pmax) =
1
2
N2 . (6.37)
Example 3: Minimal puncture The puncture profile that preserves the minimal flavor
symmetry of U(1) corresponds to a Young diagram with
GF = U(1) : p˜ = N − 1, (˜`1 = 2, ˜`i=2,...,N−1 = 1) ,
(k˜1 = 1, k˜2,...,N−2 = 0, k˜N−1 = 1), N˜i = i+ 1 .
(6.38)
Equivalently, in terms of the inflow data:
GF = U(1) : p = 2, (`1 = 2, `2 = 1), (k1 = 1, k2 = 1) ,
(N1 = 2, N2 = N), (w1 = 1, w2 = N − 1) .
(6.39)
There are p = 2 monopoles, each with monopole charge 1.
The CFT anomalies (6.16)-(6.18) for the minimal puncture are
(nv − nh)CFT(Pmin) = −1
2
(N + 1), nCFTv (Pmin) = −
1
6
(
4N3 − 6N2 −N + 3) . (6.40)
Plugging the inflow data into (6.2), we once again find
ninflowv (Pmin) + n
CFT
v (Pmin) =
1
2
, ninflowh (Pmin) + n
CFT
h (Pmin) = 0 . (6.41)
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Example 4: Rectangular diagram For even N , we can preserve SU(N/2) via:
GF = SU(N/2) : p˜ = 2, (˜`1 = N/2, ˜`2 = N/2) ,
(k˜1 = 0, k˜2 = N/2), (N˜1 = N/2, N˜2 = N) ,
(6.42)
or equivalently, in terms of the inflow data:
GF = SU(N/2) : p = 1, `1 = N/2, k1 = N/2, N1 = N, w1 = 2 . (6.43)
For this case, the CFT puncture anomalies are
(nv − nh)CFT(Prect) = −1
4
N2 +
1
2
, nCFTv (Prect) = −
5
4
n2 +
1
2
. (6.44)
and the inflow puncture anomalies are
(nv − nh)inflow(Prect) = 1
4
N2, ninflowv (Prect) =
5
4
N2 . (6.45)
6.4 Matching CFT and Inflow Results
Comparing (6.5)-(6.6) with (6.10)-(6.11), we see that our results for the bulk anomalies can
be summarized as
ninflowv (Σg,n) + n
CFT
v (Σg,n) =
1
2
χ(Σg,n) , (6.46)
ninflowh (Σg,n) + n
CFT
h (Σg,n) = 0 . (6.47)
Our results for anomalies due to a single puncture on the surface can be summarized as
ninflowv (Pα) + n
CFT
v (Pα) =
1
2
, (6.48)
ninflowh (Pα) + n
CFT
h (Pα) = 0 , (6.49)
kinflowSU(ka) + k
CFT
SU(ka)
= 0 . (6.50)
We prove these relations in appendix E using the mapping discussed in the previous subsection.
Then, adding up the contribution of all n punctures on the surface à la (6.9) gives
ninflowv + n
CFT
v = n
free tensor
v (Σg,0) =
1
2
χ(Σg,0) , (6.51)
ninflowh + n
CFT
h = n
free tensor
h (Σg,0) = 0 . (6.52)
We see that the inflow computation exactly cancels the CFT computation, up to the con-
tribution of a single free tensor multiplet over the Riemann surface that does not see the
punctures.
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7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this work we have considered 4d N = 2 class S theories obtained from compactification
of the 6d (2, 0) theory of type AN−1 on a Riemann surface Σg,n with an arbitrary number of
regular punctures. We have provided a first-principles derivation of their ’t Hooft anomalies
from the corresponding M5-brane setup. More precisely, we have shown that anomaly inflow
from the M-theory bulk cancels exactly against the CFT anomaly, up to the decoupling modes
from a free (2,0) tensor multiplet compactified on the Riemann surface Σg,0.
The inflow anomaly polynomial is obtained by integrating the characteristic class I12 over
the spaceM6. The latter is a smooth geometry supported by non-trivial G4-flux configuration.
In the absence of puncturesM6 is an S4 fibration over the Riemann surface, but in the presence
of punctures it acquires a richer structure. The topology of M6 and the fluxes of G4 along
non-trivial 4-cycles encode all the discrete data of the class S construction. In particular, the
partition of N that labels a regular puncture is derived from regularity and flux quantization
of G4 in the region of M6 near the puncture.
Our inflow analysis has interesting connections to holography. At large N , the holographic
dual of an N = 2 class S theory of type AN−1 with regular punctures is given by the Gaiotto-
Maldacena solutions of 11d supergravity [9]. These solutions are warped products of AdS5
with an internal 6d manifoldMhol6 , supported by a non-trivial G4-flux configuration Ghol4 . The
topology of Mhol6 coincides with the topology of M6, and Ghol4 is equivalent in coholomogy to
E4, which is the class E4 with the connections of external spacetime turned off. We refer the
reader to appendix D for more details. In other words, the classical solution to two-derivative
supergravity—which is valid at large N—provides a local expression for the metric and flux
that is representative of the topological properties of the pair (M6, E4) relevant to the inflow
procedure—which gives results that are exact inN . This observation is particularly interesting
in light of the fact that, thanks to superconformal symmetry, the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients
are related to the a, c central charges of the CFT. Anomaly inflow thus provides a route to the
exact central charges, which in turn contain non-trivial information about higher-derivative
corrections to the effective action of the AdS5 supergravity obtained by reducing M-theory on
Mhol6 . This circle of ideas admits natural generalizations to other holographic setups based on
11d supergravity solutions that describe the near-horizon geometry of a stack of M5-branes,
including N = 1 constructions such as [4, 5]. The interplay between M5-brane geometric
engineering, anomaly inflow, and holography warrants further investigation.
We believe that the methods of this paper can be generalized to treat a larger class of
punctures. For instance, it would be interesting to identify the local geometry and G4-flux
configuration for N = 2 irregular punctures. In that case, we expect a more subtle interplay
between bulk and puncture. This intuition is motivated by the fact that, in setups with
irregular punctures, the 4d U(1)r symmetry results from a non-trivial mixing of the S1φ circle
with a global U(1) isometry on the Riemann surface (which is necessarily a sphere) [2].
Our strategy can also be applied to regular (p, q) punctures in N = 1 class S [11, 17]. A
(p, q) puncture preserves locally an SU(2)× U(1) R-symmetry, which is twisted with respect
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to the SU(2) × U(1) R-symmetry in the bulk of the Riemann surface. We expect that a
regular (p, q) puncture is described by the same local geometry X6 we constructed for regular
N = 2 punctures. The gluing prescription of X6 onto Mbulk6 , however, is different. The space
X6 is a fibration of a 2-sphere S2punct onto the space X4 spanned by (ρ, η, χ, β). In the usual
case, S2punct is trivially identified with S2Ω in the bulk. For a (p, q) puncture, the angle χ and
the azimuthal angle of S2punct are rotated in a non-trivial way before being identified with the
angle φ+ β and the azimuthal angle of S2Ω in the bulk, respectively.
We also envision generalizations of our approach to a broader class of M-theory/string
theory constructions. Our findings reveal that the class I12 governs the anomalies of 4d
N = 2 theories obtained from compactification of the 6d (2, 0) theory of type AN−1. We
expect that the same class I12 also governs the anomalies of many other lower-dimensional
theories obtained from the same parent theory in six dimensions, including 4d N = 1 theories
of class S type, and 2d SCFTs from M5-branes wrapped on four-manifolds. It is natural to
conjecture that this framework still holds if we replace the 6d (2, 0) theory of type AN−1
with a different 6d SCFT that can be engineered in M-theory using M5-branes. For example,
one may consider the (2, 0) theory of type DN , whose anomalies were derived via inflow in
[28], (1, 0) E-string theories, whose anomalies are studied in [32], or (1, 0) SCFTs describing
M5-branes probing an ALE singularity, with anomalies analyzed in [33]. In each case, a single
characteristic class would govern the anomalies of both the parent 6d theory, and of many
lower-dimensional theories obtained via dimensional reduction of the former. One can also
consider generalizations of this framework to other brane constructions in Type IIB/F-theory
and (massive) Type IIA.
Finally, we emphasize that our description of punctures is different from and complemen-
tary to previous methods that use more field-theoretic tools. Indeed, the approach developed
here is more readily generalizable in M-theory and string theory, thus allowing us to address
a wider class of questions involving anomalies in geometrically engineered field theories.
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A Global Angular Forms, Bott-Cattaneo Formula, and I12
In this appendix we review some basic properties of global angular forms in odd-dimensional
sphere bundles, following [25, 26]. We also review a useful result of Bott and Cattaneo [30].
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Next, we briefly review the derivation of I12. Finally, we explore the interplay between the
descent formalism and integrations along the fibers of the sphere bundle.
A.1 Conventions for Characteristic Classes
Consider a connection on a u(M) bundle with anti-Hermitian field strength Fu. This can be
diagonalized by an element of U(M) as
iFu
2pi
=
 λ1 λ2
. . .
 . (A.1)
For an su(M) bundle,
∑
i λi = 0. One can define a characteristic polynomial (also called the
total Chern class) as
c = det
(
1+
iFu
2pi
)
= 1 + c1 + c2 + . . . (A.2)
Here the ck are the 2k-form Chern classes, e.g.
c1 =
tr iFu
2pi
, c2 =
1
2(2pi)2
[
trF 2u − (trFu)2
]
. (A.3)
Equivalently, we can write
c1 =
∑
i
λi , c2 =
∑
i<j
λiλj . (A.4)
The Chern character is defined as
ch = trr eiFu/(2pi) = dim(r) + c1 +
1
2
(c21 − 2c2) + . . . (A.5)
Note that in our notation for a U(1) gauge field A, iAu = A, such that c1 = F2pi .
The field strength associated to a connection on a real so(2M) bundle can be written
Fso
2pi
=

0 λ1
−λ1 0
0 λ2
−λ2 0
. . .
 . (A.6)
The Pontryagin classes pk are 4k-forms, e.g.
p1 = − 1
2(2pi)2
trF 2so , p2 =
1
8(2pi)4
[
(trF 2so)
2 − 2 trF 4so
]
. (A.7)
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These are packaged into a characteristic polynomial as
p = det
(
1+
Fso
2pi
)
= 1 + p1 + p2 + p3 + . . . (A.8)
The Pontryagin classes can be written in terms of the Chern roots λi as
p1 =
∑
j
λ2j , p2 =
∑
i<j
λ2iλ
2
j , . . . (A.9)
Another useful set of identities relates the Pontryagin calsses of a Whitney sum of two vector
bundles E = E1 ⊕ E2 to the Pontryagin classes of the constituents, as
p1(E) = p1(E1) + p1(E2) , p2(E) = p2(E1) + p2(E2) + p1(E1)p1(E2) . (A.10)
A.2 Global Angular Forms
Let E be a real vector bundle of odd rank 2m+ 1 over a base space B. The fiber of E over a
point p ∈ B is a copy of R2m+1, parametrized by Cartesian coordinates yA, A = 1, . . . , 2m+1,
and equipped with the fiber metric δAB. Let S(E) be the associated sphere bundle. For our
purposes, the latter is most conveniently thought of as the bundle over B whose fiber over a
point p is the unit S2m sphere inside the R2m+1 fiber of E over p. The sphere S2m is defined
by the relation
yˆA yˆ
A = 1 , (A.11)
where indices A, B, etc. are raised and lowered with δAB. We have included a hat as a
reminder that the coordinates yˆA are henceforth understood to obey the constraint (A.11).
Working with these local coordinates, the non-triviality of the S(E) fibration is encoded
in the covariant differentials
DyˆA = dyˆA −ΘAB yˆB , (A.12)
where ΘAB are the components of a so(2m + 1) connection over the base space B. Notice
that the volume form on the fiber sphere is
volS2m =
1
2m! (4pi)m
A1...A2m+1 y
A1 dyˆA2 ∧ · · · ∧ dyˆA2m+1 , (A.13)
where we selected the prefactor in such a way that volS2m integrates to 1. The form volS2m
is closed but it is not invariant under the action of the SO(2m + 1) structure group of the
fibration. In this language, the global angular form is a 2m-form E2m which is the unique
closed and gauge-invariant improvement of volS2m . The class E2m can be written as
E2m =
1
2m! (4pi)m
A1...A2m+1 y
A1 DyˆA2 ∧ · · · ∧DyˆA2m+1 + P2m(yˆ, Dyˆ, F ) , (A.14)
where the corrective term P2m(yˆ, Dyˆ, F ) is a polynomial in yˆA, DyˆA, and FAB, which are the
components of the field strength of the so(2m+ 1) connection,
FAB = dΘAB −ΘAC ∧ΘCB . (A.15)
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The corrective term P2m(yˆ, Dyˆ, F ) is given explicitly for any m in [26]. Let us record here
only the full expressions for m = 1 and m = 2,
E2 ≡ eΩ2 =
1
8pi
[
A1A2A3 Dyˆ
A1 DyˆA2 yˆA3 − A1A2A3 FA1A2 yˆA3
]
,
E4 =
1
64pi2
[
A1...A5 Dyˆ
A1 DyˆA2 DyˆA3 DyˆA4 yˆA5 − 2 A1...A5 FA1A2 DyˆA3 DyˆA4 yˆA5
+ A1...A5 F
A1A2 FA3A4 yˆA5
]
. (A.16)
Clearly, the range of A indices in the first relation is from 1 to 3, and in the second is from
1 to 5. For brevity, we have suppressed wedge products. In the first relation we have made
contact with the notation eΩ2 used in the main text for the global angular form for SO(3). Let
us stress that in writing down the above formula for E4 we have made the assumption of an
unbroken structure group SO(5). In the main text, the structure group is reduced, and hence
E4 takes a different form, see (3.9).
A.3 Bott-Cattaneo Formula
The Bott-Cattaneo formula [30] gives the integral of any power of the global angular form
E2m along the S2m fiber directions. The formula reads∫
S2m
(E2m)
2s+2 = 0 ,
∫
S2m
(E2m)
2s+1 = 2−2s
[
pm(E)
]s
, s = 0, 1, 2, . . . (A.17)
The symbol pm(E) denotes the standard Pontryagin classes of the vector bundle E . Let us
stress that we are using conventions in which E2m integrates to 1 on the S2m fibers. (In the
mathematics literature, E2m usually integrates to 2.)
A.4 Derivation of I12
In this subsection we summarize the arguments of [25, 26] leading to the introduction of the
characteristic class I12. Our starting point is the Bianchi identity (2.4), repeated here for
convenience,
dG4
2pi
= df ∧ E4 . (A.18)
Since the RHS is non-zero, the standard relation G4 = dC3 is modified to
G4
2pi
=
dC3
2pi
− df ∧ E(0)3 , dE(0)3 = E4 . (A.19)
Let us stress that E(0)3 is not gauge-invariant under SO(5) transformations. Indeed, descent
gives
δE
(0)
3 = dE
(1)
2 . (A.20)
SinceG4 must be gauge-invariant under SO(5) transformations, C3 must acquire an anomalous
gauge variation under SO(5) transformations,
δC3
2pi
= −df ∧ E(1)2 . (A.21)
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The above relation suggests an improvement of C3, denoted C˜3, whose anomalous gauge
variation is a total derivative,
C˜3
2pi
=
C3
2pi
− f E(0)3 ,
δC˜3
2pi
= d
[
− f E(1)2
]
. (A.22)
Given the gauge transformation law of C˜3, the following quantity is gauge invariant,
G˜4
2pi
=
dC˜3
2pi
=
dC3
2pi
− df ∧ E(0)3 − f E4 . (A.23)
Recall that, upon regularizing the delta-function singularity in the Bianchi identity for
G4, we excise a small tubular neighborhood B of radius  of the M5-brane stack. The 11d M-
theory effective action is now formulated on a spacetime with a boundary S4 ↪→ X10 → W6.
The only relevant terms are the topological couplings C3G4G4 and C3I8, where I8 is the
characteristic class (2.10). More precisely,
SM
2pi
⊃
∫
M11\B
[
− 1
6
C˜3 G˜4 G˜4
(2pi)3
− C˜3
2pi
I8
]
, (A.24)
where we suppressed wedge products for brevity. Notice that we have replaced C3 with C˜3,
and accordingly G4 with G˜4. The gauge variation of the effective action is
δSM
2pi
=
∫
M11\B
[
− 1
6
δC˜3 G˜4 G˜4
2pi
− δC˜3
2pi
I8
]
=
∫
M11\B
d
[
−f E(1)2
][
− 1
6
G˜4 G˜4
2pi
−I8
]
. (A.25)
We may now collect a total derivative, and recall ∂(M11 \B) = X10, see (2.6). The boundary
is located at fixed radial coordinate r = , and therefore we can set f = −1. We thus arrive at
δSM
2pi
=
∫
X10
E
(1)
2
[
− 1
6
G˜4 G˜4
2pi
− I8
]
. (A.26)
Since X10 sits at r = , we can set f = −1 and df = 0 in (A.23). The term dC3/(2pi) in (A.23)
is topologically trivial and is neglected. We conclude that
δSM
2pi
=
∫
X10
E
(1)
2
[
− 1
6
E4E4 − I8
]
≡
∫
X10
I(1)10 . (A.27)
Since both E4E4 and I8 are closed and gauge-invariant 8-forms, the 10-form I(1)10 satisfies the
descent equations
dI(1)10 = δI(0)11 , dI(0)11 = I12 = −
1
6
E4E4E4 − E4 I8 . (A.28)
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A.5 Descent Formalism and Integration Along S4 Fibers
In order to connect (A.27) to the anomaly polynomial of the theory living on the M5-brane
stack, we have to perform the integral over X10 in two steps: we first integrate along the S4
fiber, and then integrate along the worldvolume W6. To carry out this program, we need to
choose a representative of I(1)10 that is globally defined on the S4 fibers (but not necessarily
on W6). Let us write E4 as
E4 = volS4 + Z4 , Z4 = dZ
(0)
3 , (A.29)
where volS4 is the ungauged volume form on S4 (normalized to 1) and Z4 collects all the terms
proportional to the connection Θ or its field strength F . Notice that Z4 is closed, but not
gauge-invariant. We can write Z4 = dZ
(0)
3 , where Z
(0)
3 is globally defined on the S
4 fibers, is
not gauge invariant, and vanishes if the connection Θ is set to zero. We can perform descent
of the class (E4)3 using quantities that are globally defined on S4. Indeed, one has[
(E4)
3
](0)
= E24 (E4 + volS4)Z
(0)
3 ,
[
(E4)
3
](1)
= E4 (E4 + 2 volS4)Z
(0)
3 δZ
(0)
3 . (A.30)
To check the above descent relations, it is useful to recall that
vol2S4 = 0 , 0 = δE4 = δvolS4 + dδZ
(0)
3 , volS4 δvolS4 = 0 . (A.31)
Thanks to the fact that all quantities in (A.30) are globally defined on S4, we can make sense
of the following formal manipulations. First of all, let us write the descent relations for (E4)3
by splitting the differential into the internal S4 part and the external part,
(E34)
3 = (dext + dint)
[
(E4)
3
](0)
, δ
[
(E4)
3
](0)
= (dext + dint)
[
(E4)
3
](1)
. (A.32)
Let us integrate both these relations on S4. Since
[
(E4)
3
](0)
and
[
(E4)
3
](1)
are globally
defined on S4, we can invoke Stokes’ theorem, and drop the dint terms. We thus arrive at∫
S4
(E34)
3 = dext
∫
S4
[
(E4)
3
](0)
, δ
∫
S4
[
(E4)
3
](0)
= dext
∫
S4
[
(E4)
3
](1)
. (A.33)
The above relations establish that descent and S4 integration commute.
By a similar token, we perform descent on the E4I8 term as
(E4 I8)
(0) = E4 I
(0)
7 , (E4 I8)
(1) = E4 I
(1)
6 . (A.34)
Since the E4 factor is left intact, these quantities are globally defined on S4, and we can repeat
the above argument to show that descent and S4 integration commute.
In this paper we also consider setups of the form M6 ↪→ X10 → W4. The space M6 is a
smooth compact manifold. The gauge variation that enters the descent relations has a gauge
parameter that depends on W4 only. In this case, the main observation is that it is possible
to find a representative of I(1)10 that is globally defined on M6. Once such a representative
is found, we can repeat the argument from (A.32) to (A.33), with S4 replaced by M6, and
conclude that descent and integration over M6 commute.
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A.6 Computation of I inf6 (Σg,n)
In this subsection we compute I inf6 (Σg,n) =
∫
Mbulk6
I12. Let us first consider the term (E4)3 in
I12. We can use the Bott-Cattaneo formula (A.17) to integrate over S2Ω,∫
Mbulk6
(E4)
3 =
1
4
p1(NSO(3))
∫
[µ]×S1φ×Σg,n
(E2)3 , (A.35)
where we have denoted schematically the residual four directions of integration. The relevant
terms in (E2)3 are
(E2)3 ⊃ N3 (2pi)−3 d(γ3)DφF2 ⊃ 2N3 (2pi)−3 d(γ3)DφFφ FΣ . (A.36)
This is readily integrated recalling γ(0) = 0, γ(1) = 1,
∫
Σg,n
FΣ = −2piχ(Σg,n). We thus get∫
Mbulk6
(E4)
3 = −1
2
N χ(Σg,n) p1(NSO(3))
Fφ
2pi
. (A.37)
We can now turn to the term E4X8 in I12. The integral over the S4 fibers of Mbulk6 is
saturated by E4 ⊃ N volS4 , ∫
Mbulk6
E4X8 = N
∫
Σg,n
X8 . (A.38)
To evaluate the class X8 we need the decomposition of the 11d tangent bundle restricted to
the brane worldvolume,
TM11|W6 = TW4 ⊕ TΣg,n ⊕NSO(2) ⊕NSO(3) . (A.39)
Recall that the Chern root of Σg,n is tˆ, the Chern root of NSO(2) is nˆ = −tˆ+ nˆ4d. We can now
use repeatedly the standard relations for the Pontryagin classes of a sum of bundles, given in
(A.10). We obtain
X8 =
1
48
tˆ nˆ4d
[
p1(TW4) + p1(NSO(3))− (nˆ4d)2
]
+ . . . , (A.40)
where we have only included the terms with one tˆ factor. We then have∫
Mbulk6
E4X8 =
1
48
N χ(Σg,n) nˆ
4d
[
p1(TW4) + p1(NSO(3))− (nˆ4d)2
]
. (A.41)
Using the definition of I12, (2.9), and the partial results (A.37), (A.41), we recover the ex-
pression (3.14) for I inf6 (Σg,n) given in the main text.
B Evaluation of the Integral for the (E4)3 Term
In the computation of the anomaly inflow from the cubic term (E4)3 in the puncture geometry
we encounter the following 2-form in the (ρ, η) plane,
ω2 = −3 d
[
(Y + LW )2
]
∧ dW . (B.1)
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Figure 6: The region R in the (ρ, η) plane. We also depict the boundary ∂R with its positive
(counterclockwise) orientation.
Let us integrate ω2 in the shaded region R in the (ρ, η) plane depicted in figure 6,∫
R
ω2 =
∫
∂R
ω1 , ω1 := 3W d
[
(Y + LW )2
]
. (B.2)
The boundary ∂R consists of two arcs and two segments. The form ω1 evaluated on the
horizontal segment gives zero, because W = 0 for η = 0. Moreover, ω1 is zero on the vertical
segment. This can be seen noticing that, at ρ = 0 for η > ηmax, we have Y + LW = N
constant. It follows that the integral receives contributions from the two arcs only.11 Notice
that the contribution from the large arc does not go to zero as we increase the size of the arc.
The interpretation is the following. The large arc represents the bulk contribution to (E4)3,
which is already accounted for separately in our discussion. The small arc is identified with
the contribution to (E4)3 localized at the puncture.
Crucially, the integral of ω1 along the small arc tends to a finite value as the arc gets
closer to the interval (0, ηmax) along the η axis. The limiting value of
∫
ω1 on the small arc is
extracted as follows.
Let us split the interval (0, ηmax) into the sub-intervals (ηa−1, ηa). Recall that L and Y
11Instead of ω1, one may consider
ω2 = dω˜1 , ω˜1 = −3 (Y + LW )2 dW . (B.3)
In this case, however, we get a non-zero contribution from the vertical segment, since, taking the limit ρ→ 0
with fixed η > ηmax, one finds
ω˜1 ≈ −3N2 dW . (B.4)
A contribution from the vertical segment of ∂R spoils the separation between bulk and puncture contributions
to the integral. Therefore, ω˜1 is not a viable choice, and we must use ω1.
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are constant in each (ηa−1, ηa) interval. As a result,∫
(ηa−1,ηa)
3W d
[
(Y +W L)2
]
=
[
LW 2(2LW + 3Y )
]η=ηa
η=ηa−1
. (B.5)
Recall that, as η → ηa from below, Y is constant, L = `a, W → wa, and Y + LW → Na. It
follows that the constant value of Y in the (ηa−1, ηa) interval must be Y = Na − wa `a. As a
result,[
LW 2(2LW + 3Y )
]η=ηa
η=ηa−1
= 2 `2a (w
3
a − w3a−1) + 3 `a (Na − wa `a) (w2a − w2a−1) . (B.6)
We conclude that∫
ω1 = −
p∑
a=1
[
2 `2a (w
3
a − w3a−1) + 3 `a (Na − wa `a) (w2a − w2a−1)
]
. (B.7)
Notice that an additional minus sign originates from the fact that ∂R is positively oriented if
considered counterclockwise, which induces the negative orientation along the η axis.
One might wonder if the integral on the small arc can pick up contributions localized at
the monopoles. Let us introduce coordinates Ra, τa via
η = ηa +Ra τa , ρ = Ra
√
1− τ2a , −1 ≤ τa ≤ 1 . (B.8)
Restricted on Ra = const, the form ω1 reads
ω1 = −3W ∂τa
[
(Y +LW )2
]
dτa = ∂τa
[
−3W (Y +LW )2
]
dτa+3 (Y +LW )
2 ∂τaW dτa . (B.9)
This quantity has to be integrated from τa = −1 to τa = 1. The first term gives clearly[
− 3W (Y + LW )2
]τa=1
τa=−1
, (B.10)
and this quantity goes to zero as Ra → 0, because bothW and Y +LW are continuous across
η = ηa (even though their derivatives have a discontinuity). In order to analyze the second
term in ω1, we notice that
W = wa +Ra(a1 + a2 τ) +O(R2a) , (B.11)
where a1,2 are constant depending on monopole data. The quantity (Y + LW )2 has a finite
value as Ra → 0,
(Y + LW )2 = N2a +O(Ra) . (B.12)
At leading order in Ra we thus have
3 (Y + LW )2 ∂τaW dτa = −3N2a Ra a2 dτa . (B.13)
This quantity has a non-zero integral on [−1, 1], but it is suppressed by the explicit factor of
Ra. In summary, we do not expect any localized contributions to
∫
ω1 from monopole sources.
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C Free Tensor Anomaly Polynomial
In this appendix we dimensionally reduce the anomaly polynomial of a single M5-brane on a
Riemann surface Σg,0 with no punctures. The starting point is the 6d anomaly polynomial
I8 =
1
48
[
p2(NW6)− p2(TW6) + 1
4
(
p1(NW6)− p1(TW6)
)2]
. (C.1)
The bundles TW6, NW6 decompose as
TW6 = TW4 ⊕ TΣg,0 , NW6 = NSO(2) ⊕NSO(3) . (C.2)
As usual, the Chern root of TΣg,0 is tˆ, and the Chern root of NSO(2) is nˆ = −tˆ+ nˆ4d. Making
use of (A.10), and collecting all terms linear in tˆ, we arrive at
I8 ⊃ tˆ
48
[
− 2 nˆ4d p1(NSO(3))− nˆ4d
(
p1(NSO(3))− p1(TW4) + (nˆ4d)2
)]
. (C.3)
Upon integration over Σg,0, the factor tˆ is replaced with χ(Σg,0). Making use of the identifi-
cations (3.15), we get the final result,
I free tensor6 =
1
2
χ(Σg,0) c
r
1 c
R
2 −
1
2
χ(Σg,0)
[
1
3
(cr1)
3 − 1
12
cr1 p1(TW4)
]
. (C.4)
In the parametrization (6.7) given in terms of nv,h, we have equivalently
nfree tensorv = −
1
2
χ(Σg,0) , n
free tensor
h = 0 . (C.5)
D Review of Gaiotto-Maldacena Solutions
In this appendix we briefly review the Gaiotto-Maldacena (GM) solutions [9], and we clarify
their connection with the inflow setup in the presence of punctures discussed in the main text.
The most general solution to 11d supergravity preserving 4d N = 2 superconformal
symmetry takes the form
ds211 = κ
2/3 e2λ˜
[
4 ds2AdS5 + y
2 e−6λ˜ ds2S2 +
4 (dφ+ v)2
1− y ∂yD −
∂yD
y
(
dy2 + eD (dx21 + dx
2
2)
)]
,
GGM4 = 2κ volS2 ∧
[
(dφ+ v) d(y3 e−6λ˜) + y (1− y2 e−6λ˜) dv − 1
2
∂ye
D dx1 ∧ dx2
]
, (D.1)
where κ is a normalization constant, ds2AdS5 is the metric on the unit-radius AdS5, ds
2
S2 is the
metric on the round unit-radius S2, volS2 is the corresponding volume form, the angle φ has
periodicity 2pi, and the function λ˜ and the 1-form v are determined in terms of the function
D = D(y, x1, x2) via
e−6λ˜ = − ∂yD
y (1− y ∂yD) , v =
1
2
(∂x2Ddx1 − ∂x1Ddx2) . (D.2)
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The function D is required to satisfy the Toda equation(
∂2x1 + ∂
2
x2
)
D + ∂2ye
D = 0 . (D.3)
In the class S context, the metric in (D.1) is interpreted as the near-horizon geometry of a
stack of M5-branes wrapping a compact Riemann surface, parametrized by local coordinates
x1, x2. In the case of a Riemann surface with no punctures and genus g > 1, the relevant
solution to the Toda equation (D.3) is
eD =
4 (N2 − y2)
(1− x21 − x22)2
. (D.4)
With this choice of D, the directions x1, x2 parametrize a hyperbolic space of constant nega-
tive curvature. The Riemann surface is realized as usual by taking a discrete quotient of this
hyperbolic space. The coordinate y parametrizes the interval [0, N ], with the round S2 shrink-
ing at y = 0, and the φ circle S1φ shrinking at y = N . It follows that y, S
1
φ, S
2 parametrize
the S4 surrounding the M5-brane stack. From the function D in (D.4), we compute
GGM4
2pi
=
κ volS2
pi
[
(dφ+ v) d
2 y3
y2 +N2
− 2 y
3
y2 +N2
dv
]
,
∫
S4
GGM4
2pi
= 8piκN . (D.5)
In order to identify the quantity N with the integer counting the number of M5-branes in
the stack, we need to choose κ = (8pi)−1, in accordance with our conventions for G4-flux
quantization (which are different from the conventions of [9]).
In the inflow setup, the S4 surrounding the M5-brane stack is written as an S1φ × S2Ω
fibration over the µ interval [0, 1]. Clearly, S1φ is identified with the φ circle in the GM
solution (D.1), S2Ω is identified with the round S
2 in (D.1), and µ is identified with y/N .
Furthermore, the connection v in the GM solution is identified with the internal part AΣ
of the connection A on the NSO(2) bundle, v = −AΣ, cfr. (3.6), (3.7). By a similar token,
the GM 4-form flux GGM4 is identified with the angular form E4 in (3.9) with all external 4d
connections turned off. More precisely,
GGM4
2pi
= E4 in cohomology , (D.6)
where the bar over E4 is a reminder that all 4d connections are switched off.
In order to describe a Riemann surface with punctures, one has to allow for suitable
singular sources in the Toda equation (D.3) for D. The αth puncture is described by a source
that is a delta-function localized at a point (xα1 , xα2 ) in the x1, x2 directions. The profile of
the source in the y direction on top of the point (xα1 , xα2 ) encodes the detailed structure of
the puncture. In studying the local geometry near the αth puncture, it is useful to introduce
polar coordinates rΣ, β via
x1 − xα1 = rΣ cosβ , x2 − xα2 = rΣ sinβ . (D.7)
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In a sufficiently small neighborhood of the puncture, a rotation of the angle β is a symmetry.
Thus, in the study of local puncture geometries one assumes an additional U(1) rotation
symmetry associated to β. Crucially, for a generic punctured Riemann surface this symmetry
does not extend to a bona fide isometry of the full solution.
The analysis of solutions to the Toda equation (D.3) with additional U(1) symmetry is
best performed by means of the Bäcklund transformation. The coordinates (rΣ, y) and the
function D = D(rΣ, y) are traded for new coordinates (ρ, η) and a new function V = V (ρ, η)
determined implicitly by the relations
r2Σ e
D = ρ2 , y = ρ ∂ρV , log rΣ = ∂ηV . (D.8)
The source-free Toda equation (D.3) is mapped to the source-free, axially symmetric Laplace
equation for V ,
1
ρ
∂ρ(ρ ∂ρV ) + ∂
2
ηV = 0 . (D.9)
The coordinate η parametrizes the axis of cylindrical symmetry, while ρ is identified with the
distance from the axis, and β with the angle around the axis.
The 11d metric and 4-form flux (D.1) are written in terms of ρ, η, V as
ds211 = κ
2/3
[
V˙ ∆˜
2V ′′
]1/3[
4 ds2AdS5 +
2V ′′ V˙
∆˜
ds2S2 +
2V ′′
V˙
(
dρ2 + dη2 +
2 V˙
2 V˙ − V¨ ρ
2 dχ2
)
+
2(2 V˙ − V¨ )
V˙ ∆˜
(
dβ − 2 V˙ V˙
′
2 V˙ − V¨ dχ
)2]
,
GGM4 = 2κ volS2 ∧ d
[
− 2 V˙
2 V ′′
∆˜
dχ+
(
η − V˙ V˙
′
∆˜
)
dβ
]
, (D.10)
where we used the notation V˙ = ρ ∂ρV , V ′ = ∂ηV , and so on, and we introduced
χ = φ+ β , ∆˜ = (2 V˙ − V¨ )V ′′ + (V˙ ′)2 . (D.11)
In the presentation (D.1), the S2 shrinks at y = 0. After the Bäcklund transformation, this
condition is translated into the boundary condition V (ρ, η = 0) = 0.
A puncture is described by a suitable source for the Laplace equation (D.9), delta-function
localized at ρ = 0 and with non-trivial charge density profile λ(η) along the η axis. The charge
density profile λ(η) is related to V via
λ(η) = lim
ρ→0
V˙ (ρ, η) . (D.12)
The analysis of [9] identifies the correct form of λ(η) corresponding to a regular puncture.
Suppose the puncture is labelled by the partition of N determined by
N =
p∑
a=1
ηa ka , 0 < η1 < η2 < · · · < ηp , ka ≥ 1 , (D.13)
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where ηa and ka are integers. The corresponding charge profile λ(η) is then the continuous
piecewise linear function satisfying
λ(η) =
{
Na + `a (η − ηa) ηa−1 < η < ηa ,
N η > ηp ,
`a =
p∑
b=a
kb , Na =
a−1∑
b=1
ηb kb + ηa `a , (D.14)
where η0 := 0. The explicit solution for V with this source and satisfying the boundary
condition V (ρ, η = 0) = 0 reads
V (ρ, η) = N log ρ+
p∑
a=1
[
M(ηa, ka) +M(−ηa,−ka)
]
, (D.15)
where
M(ηa, ka) := 1
2
ka
[
(η − ηa) log
(
η − ηa +
√
ρ2 + (η − ηa)2
)
−
√
ρ2 + (η − ηa)2
]
. (D.16)
The 11d metric determined by this choice of V according to (D.10) is regular, up to orbifold
singularities of the form R4/Zka in the four directions (ρ, η, χ, β), located along the η axis at
η = ηa. Moreover, the form of V ensures that all fluxes of GGM4 /(2pi) are integrally quantized,
if we set κ = (8pi)−1 as below (D.5).
The simplest case is p = 1, corresponding to a partition of the form N = η1 k1. In this
situation the coordinate transformation relating (rΣ, y) to (ρ, η) takes the form
rΣ =
[
η − η1 +
√
ρ2 + (η − η1)2
η + η1 +
√
ρ2 + (η + η1)2
]k1/2
, y =
k1
2
[√
ρ2 + (η + η1)2 −
√
ρ2 + (η − η1)2
]
,
(D.17)
with inverse
η =
1 + r
2/k1
Σ
1− r2/k1Σ
y
k1
, ρ =
2 r
1/k1
Σ
√
N2 − y2
k1 (1− r2/k1Σ )
, (D.18)
and the function D reads
eD(rΣ,y) =
4 r
−2+2/k1
Σ (N
2 − y2)
k21 (1− r2/k1Σ )2
. (D.19)
If we choose k1 = 1, η1 = N , corresponding to the non-puncture, we recover the expected
function D as in (D.4).
Let us now relate the puncture GM solutions to our inflow setup. First of all, as already
anticipated by our notation, the Bäcklund transformation (D.8) can be regarded as a specific
realization of the coordinate change from the (rΣ, µ) strip to the (ρ, η) quadrant discussed in
section 4.1 and visualized in figure 1. Indeed, one verifies that the coordinate transformation
(D.18) has the qualitative features depicted in figure 1. Second of all, in the metric in (D.10)
we recognize an S1β fibration over the 3d space (ρ, η, χ), with χ = φ + β as in the general
discussion of section 4.1. The 3d base space is axially symmetric. Because of backreaction
effects, its metric deviates from the flat metric on R3, but one verifies that the quantity
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2V˙ /(2V˙ − V¨ ) tends to 1 as ρ→ 0. It follows that the χ circle in the base space shrinks along
the η axis in a smooth way. This was the crucial point in the discussion of section 4.1. The
connection L for the S1β fibration, introduced in (4.20), is readily read off from (D.10),
L =
2 V˙ V˙ ′
2 V˙ − V¨ . (D.20)
Using this explicit expression and (D.15) it is easy to verify that L is piecewise constant along
the η axis, with jumps located at η = ηa. The value of L along the interval (ηa−1, ηa) is given
by `a as in (D.14), which matches exactly with the general relation (4.24) derived in section
4.2 without reference to the fully backreacted picture.
We can also match the GM 4-form flux in (D.10) with the class E4 in the vicinity of the
puncture. It is straightforward to compare (D.10) to (3.9), (4.12), and infer
Y + LW =
2 V˙ 2 V ′′
∆˜
, W = η − V˙ V˙
′
∆˜
. (D.21)
Using these explicit expressions, together with (D.20), one can verify that Y andW satisfy the
general properties discussed in section 4.2 without reference to the IR geometry. In particular,
Y is piecewise constant along the η axis, and Y +LW is continuous along the η axis. Moreover,
one verifies that the quantity V˙ V˙ ′/∆˜ goes to zero at the positions η = ηa. This means that,
in the GM solutions,
wa = W (0, ηa) = ηa . (D.22)
Of course, the identification of wa and ηa is consistent with the fact that, in the GM solutions,
the locations ηa are all integer. Using wa = ηa we also see a direct match of the expression
of Na in (D.14) with the expression (4.38) in section 4.2. In conclusion, the identification
(D.6), established earlier in the absence of punctures, is also valid for puncture geometries.
Crucially, even if all 4d connections are turned off, the class E4 is non-trivial, and encodes
the data that label the puncture.
E Proof of Matching with CFT Anomalies
In this appendix we explicitly prove the results (6.48)-(6.50). First, let us evaluate
(nv − nh)inflow(Pα) + (nv − nh)CFT(Pα) = 1
2
p∑
a=1
Na ka − 1
2
p˜∑
i=1
N˜ik˜i +
1
2
. (E.1)
The quantity k˜i is only nonzero at the location of a monopole, which occurs at i = wa. At
that location i = wa, k˜i = ka, and N˜i = Na. Then, we can replace
p˜∑
i=1
N˜ik˜i =
p∑
a=1
Naka , (E.2)
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and the sum simplifies to
(nv − nh)inflow(Pα) + (nv − nh)CFT(Pα) = 1
2
. (E.3)
Next, we wish to evaluate
ninflowv (Pα) + n
CFT
v (Pα) =
p∑
a=1
[
2
3
`2a (w
3
a − w3a−1) + `a (Na − wa `a) (w2a − w2a−1)
− 1
6
Na ka
]
−
p˜∑
i=1
(
N2 − N˜2i
)
− 1
2
N2 +
1
2
.
(E.4)
To do this, first note the useful relation
N˜i = Na + `a(i− wa) for all i = wa−1, . . . , wa . (E.5)
It follows from (E.5) and (4.38) that
`a =
Na −Na−1
wa − wa−1 = N˜i − N˜i−1, i ∈ [wa−1, wa] . (E.6)
We now re-write the sum over i as a sum over a as
−
p˜∑
i=1
(
N2 − N˜2i
)
= −
p∑
a=1
wa∑
i=wa−1+1
(
N2 − [Na + `a(i− wa)]2
)
. (E.7)
Next, we substitute (E.7) into (E.4), pull out a factor of (wa−wa−1)`a where possible in order
to make use of the first equality in (E.6), and perform the sum over i. This gives:
(E.4) =
p∑
a=1
(
1
6
`a(Na −Na−1) + 1
2
N2a (1 + 2wa)−
1
2
N2a−1(1 + 2wa−1)−
1
6
kaNa
−N2(wa − wa−1)
)
− 1
2
N2 +
1
2
.
(E.8)
These sums simplify to
(E.4) =
p∑
a=1
(
1
6
`a(Na −Na−1)− 1
6
kaNa
)
+
1
2
(E.9)
= −1
6
p∑
a=1
(`a+1Na − `aNa−1) + 1
2
(E.10)
=
1
2
, (E.11)
where in the second line we used ka = `a − `a+1. Thus we have shown
ninflowv (Pα) + n
CFT
v (Pα) =
1
2
. (E.12)
Together, (E.3) and (E.12) give the results (6.48) and (6.49) claimed in the main text. The
matching of the flavor central charges (6.4) and (6.18) follows from the aforementioned fact
that at i = wa, N˜i = Na and k˜i = ka., and elsewhere k˜i is zero.
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